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ABSTRACT
The World-Wide-Web has experienced exponential growth 
in recent years. This growth has created a tremendous 
increase in network and server loads that have subsequently 
adversely affected user-response times. Among many viable 
and available approaches to reducing user-response time, Web 
caching appears to be one approach that has recently 
received considerable attention. In this dissertation we 
explores a new approach to the study of Web cache policies, 
namely model-driven simulation.
We present a good model of Web-access user patterns 
based on sound theory and principles from the information 
sciences. This model is justified by the empirical web 
access data from several different web sites. The importance 
of removal policies in improving cache performance motivates 
us to propose a dynamic and robust removal policy which 
incorporates the characteristics of user access patterns. We 
show that our proposed removal policy performs rigorously 
well over a variety of parameters. In this research we take 
a model-driven simulation approach to evaluate the impact of 
different factors and policies on cache performance. The 
results indicate that cache size, user access patterns and
vi
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removal policy are major factors affecting cache 
performance. Continuous removal method is a good and simple 
method. The increase of average document size, low comfort 
level (less than 50% cache size) and threshold policy would 
degrade web cache performance. Finally, we discuss the 
limitations of our current research and give some directions 
of future research.
vii
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The World-Wide-Web (a.k.a. WWW, the "web", the "net", 
and W3) has experienced exponential growth in recent years. 
This growth has created a tremendous increase in network 
loads that have subsequently affected user response times. 
Increased user response times have caused many web users to 
cynically refer to the WWW as the world-wide-wait (Abrams, 
et al., 1997) . This growth shows no signs of diminishing 
especially as new applications of electronic commerce 
appear. This demand has motivated many research efforts 
aimed at improving WWW performance. One way to enhance WWW 
performance is through technology innovation such as two- 
way cabling, digital subscriber lines, satellites, dual­
line modems, and platform upgrades. Two-way cabling is 
inexpensive but only available to limited markets. Digital 
subscriber lines use existing wires for fast, inexpensive 
service but phone companies have been slow to offer them. 
Satellites are available everywhere but are expensive and 
difficult to setup. Dual-line modems have the potential to 
double current modem speeds but availability has been 
delayed due to disagreements between manufacturers 
(Wildstrom, 1997) . It is expected that demand for the WWW
1
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will be greater than supply for some time to come despite 
continuous upgrades to WWW bandwidth.
Other approaches to WWW performance enhancement 
referred to as 'quick and dirty' approaches (Gross, 1997) 
include traffic management, toll roads, load balancing and 
caches. The objective of traffic management is to schedule 
net business when traffic is light. Toll roads refer to 
higher quality service lines. Load balancing refers to 
distributing requests for data among many servers. A cache 
is a very large repository of Web pages that networks store 
locally. WWW caching has been identified as an important 
area of research (see for instance Paxon and Floyd, 1997) . 
The National Science Foundation states that a critical 
research topic for the National Information Infrastructure 
is to
* develop new technologies for organizing cache 
memories and other buffering schemes to alleviate 
memory and network latency and increase 
bandwidth" (Bestavros 1995).
This research studies web-based cache management 
policies and, specifically, how to improve the analysis of 
cache management policies using a model-driven simulation 
approach.
2
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This chapter gives a brief Internet overview. 
Following this, an introduction of the web cache concepts, 
various cache factors and policies as well as performance 
measures are described. Finally, the open problems of cache 
policies and our research aims are presented.
1.1 Internet Overview
The initial Internet services were not as attractive 
as today, mostly because of awkward user interfaces. People 
had to know UNIX commands and do lot of typing. A typical 
example is the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) program. At 
that time the ways to share information on the Internet 
were only FTP, Email and Oseraet. Early in the 1990s, the 
University of Minnesota developed a novel system named 
Gopher. This is a hierarchical menu system in which people 
use Gopher client programs to connect to Gopher servers 
running at many different Internet sites. It also provides 
access to other Internet services such as FTP and Telnet 
(Wessels 1995) .
Soon after the rise of Gopher, physics researchers at 
CERN (the European Center for Nuclear Research) came up 
with a concept known as the World Wide Web. Unlike Gopher's 
hierarchical menus and text files, the web took a 
hypertext/hypermedia approach. The web and the Mosaic
3
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graphical browser captured a lot of attention in 1993 and 
1994.
Gopher was a good tool, very practical but difficult 
to use. In contrast, the web and Mosaic introduced an 
extremely user-friendly interface, which resulted in an 
explosion in the use of the web as a means to transfer data 
and information. This explosion in web traffic has caused 
tremendous congestion and prolonged response time for web 
requests.
It seems apparent that as scientists find new ways to 
increase memory and bandwidth at low costs, Internet users 
aggressively place new demands on the Internet. We expect 
that the technology needed to alleviate the prolonged 
response time will continue to lag behind the increasing 
demands on the system.
1.2 Proxy Cache Environment
A cache is nothing more than a computer storage medium 
where certain documents are stored, often based on the 
frequency and recency of document use. The cache maintains 
a copy of certain documents from the origin servers so to 
reside closer to clients. This can reduce the transmission 
distance significantly. In addition to reducing user 
response time a cache will also reduce the server load and
4
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save bandwidth on all the networks between the cache and 
the origin server. Therefore, Abrams et al. (1995) states
that without caching, the WWW would become a victim of its 
own success.
A cache may be used within a web browser, within the 
network itself, and at servers. The general caching 
hierarchy is shown in Figure 1.1. Client cache is also 
called browser. A Web browser with caching stores not only 
the documents currently displayed in the browser window, 
but also documents requested in the past. An example of 
client cache is the cache built in Netscape. Proxy cache is 
also called cache or proxy cache servers. The cache is 
located on a machine on the path from multiple clients to 
multiple servers. An example of caching proxies is the CERN 
proxy server, which is the first commercial proxy cache 
software (Luotonen and Altis, 1994) . The proxy cache 
receives URLs generated by multiple clients and then checks 
if the requested document is stored. It is possible to use 
proxy caches hierarchically, so that a proxy cache receives 
URLs from other proxy caches. Server cache is also called 
site caches. In contrast to caching at the client and 
network there may seem to be no obvious reason to cache at 
the server. In fact, although server caching does not
5
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Figure l.l A Modified Scheme for Multiple Cache Servers
(O' Callaghan 1995)
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reduce the transmission distance across the network, it 
reduces the load on the origin server.
In terms of alleviation to network traffic congestion 
and user response time, these three kinds of the web caches 
have different effectiveness. Most web browsers save 
recently loaded documents in browsers cache. Subsequent 
requests to the documents will use the cached copy (e.g., 
via a "back" button) rather than retrieving it from remote 
servers. However, this browser cache is only effective for 
the specific users. Form the point of an entire enterprise 
or wide networked area, it is not an optimal use of storage 
or networks (Mcgrath, 1996) . Web servers also use server 
cache. However, the main purpose of server cache is to 
reduce server load. Since clients must still access it 
across the Internet, it would not be helpful in the 
reduction of traffic congestion and user response time. A 
popular web cache is proxy cache. When a document is 
available in the proxy cache, the response time is likely 
to be much shorter than accessing the remote server. In 
addition, if many requests are successfully served by the 
cache, the network traffic and remote server load are 
greatly reduced. This is why proxy cache issues have become 
a hot research spot in last few years.
7
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Unlike a CPU cache, where a file is divided many into 
blocks that are homogeneous in size, a web cache contains 
documents of a widely varying size, and the document is 
stored as a whole (Abrams et al., 1995) . Variable document 
sizes and types demand a wide variety of caching policies 
in order to manage the cache effectively. In contrast, the 
policies for CPU caches that manage homogeneous documents 
(Williams, et al.,1996) are always easier to manage.
1.3 Proxy Cache Principle and Practice
The normal use of a proxy cache is to store some 
documents in order to respond to multiple clients in a 
large enterprise or organization. In early 1990s, CERN http 
proxy cache became the first proxy cache that is 
commercially available. The public interest for web cache 
arose due to its appearance. Now two commercial proxy 
caches: CERN http and Harvest Cache dominate proxy cache
market, although there are several proxy cache softwares 
that have been recently developed (e.g., Ntescape Proxy 
server, Lagoon, Squid, and HENSA). In the following 
section, we will take the CERN and Harvest Cache as an 
example to introduce the principle and practice of web 
proxy cache.
8
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1.3.1 Proxy Cache Principle
Proxy cache server is typically located near client 
systems (Figure 1.2) . Web browsers are configured to send 
requests to local proxy cache server. If the requested 
document is stored at the cache, it will be returned to 
users immediately. When a document is first requested, the 
proxy cache server acts as a web user to retrieve the 
object and returning it to the user. The document is saved 
by the proxy cache server, and if another user requests the 
same document, the proxy cache acts as a server and returns 
the cached copy (McGrath, 1996).
Evidently, we can see that for distant documents proxy 
cache server can give a much-improved response to the users 
if the documents are already in the cache; if the documents 
are not in the cache then the response time may be slightly 
impaired due to the involvement of the proxy server. For 
nearby documents, however, use of the proxy cache does not 
have particular benefit, sometimes it may waste much users 
time, since users can retrieve documents directly from 
nearby servers, without using the proxy cache. To avoid 
this problem, a web browser can be configured with a list 
of domains from which a user frequently retrieves document 
directly.
9







The proxy cache requests the 
original documents from the 





The proxy cache saves local 
copies of the web documents, 
and serves requests when a 
copy is available
S a M W d isn
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Figure 1.2 Diagram of A Proxy Cache Server ( modified
from McGrath 1996)
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1.3.2 Proxy Cache Practice
Proxy cache has been widely recognized a successful 
method benefiting web users and network traffic. So far we 
have been aware of three proxy cache packages reported in 
literature. The popular packages are: CERN http, Harvest
cache, Lagoon. Lagoon was developed by a research group at 
Eindhoven University of Technology in early 1990s. It is 
quite similar to CERN http (Malpani et al., 1995). Thus we 
will not introduce it (Lagoon) here.
CERN (http://www. w3. org/hypertext/www/daemon/Sta tus. h tm 
1) was developed by CERN in 1990. It was the first and only 
one available for quite some time. The CERN server provided 
a lot of functionality. It can proxy not only for HTTP 
requests, but also FTP, Gopher, WAIS, Usemet and Telnet 
(Wessels 1995) . The Harvest Object Cache
(http://harvest.cs.colorado.edu) was developed through the 
collaboration of the University of Colorado and the 
University of Southern California. Its striking feature is 
that it allows parent and neighbor proxy servers to query 
each other simultaneously, in addition to faster processing 
requests than CERN.
CERN http caching rules are heuristics. For example, 
the documents subject to being cached must meet certain
11
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conditions such as: the document is not protected; the
document doesn't expire immediately; the document must be 
from a HTTP, FTP, or Gopher server. The duration of cached 
documents is determined by expiration time and refresh 
time. Once the maximum cache capacity is reached, cached 
documents that haven't been accessed lately or that have 
expired are removed from cache (Luotonen and Atlis, 1994).
The CERN http uses expiration-refresh cache 
consistency. Figure 1.3 outlines the CERN http cache 
consistency algorithms. First it checks if a URL (Uniform 
Resource Locator) already exists in the cache. If not, the 
document is retrieved from the remote server, and a copy is 
kept in the cache . If it is already in the cache, the 
server must figure out if it is up-to-date.
First the expiry time is checked. If the document has 
expired (and is still in the cache), an If-Modified-Since 
request is made to the remote server. If the server reply 
is "Not Modified", then the cached document is sent. If the 
document has been modified, the server will send the new 
document which will be sent to the client and saved to the 
cache.
But if expiry time is not reached, the cached document 
has to be sure that it is a up-to-date within some amount
12
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of time. This is done by placing a CacheRefreshlnterval 
entry in the configuration file. Setting this value to two
URL
Request










: If-Modifted-Since > 
| for Remote Server j
No
i
Get Object from |_ 
! Remote Server
W as Object 
Modified?
Send Object from 
Cache
Ye* No-
Figure 1.3 CERN Proxy Cache Flow Chart (Wessels 1995)
days would mean that even documents which do not expire for 
weeks are checked for changes every two days. So for 
requested documents which have not expired, an If-Modified- 
Since request is made if the refresh interval time has 
passed since the last access. The only time cached
13
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documents are sent directly to the client (without 
generating any proxy-to-server traffic) is when both the 
expiry and refresh times have not been reached (Wessels 
1995).
Harvest cache keeps all meta-data for cached documents 
(URL, TTL, reference counts, disk file references, and 
various flags ) in virtual memory. The cache keeps 
documents on disk. When disk space exceeds the high water 
mark ( a parameterized threshold), the cache enters its 
garbage collection mode. In this mode, the cache discards 
the oldest documents encountered in a row of its document 
hash table. When disk usage drops below the low water mark, 
the cache exits from its garbage collection mode. If disk 
usage ever reaches the configured maximum, it immediately 
discards the oldest documents from the next row of the next 
hash table overhead (Chankhunthod, et al. 1995). Documents 
in the cache are referenced via a hash table keyed by URL. 
Cacheable documents remain cached until their cache- 
assigned TTL (Time-To-Live) expires and they are evicted by 
the cache replacement policy. If a user request touches an 
expired Web document, the cache refreshes the document's 
TTL with a "get-if-modified-since" which is sent to remote 
servers.
14
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While the potential advantages of proxy cache are 
great, they also have some disadvantages. Table 1.1 lists 
major advantages and disadvantages of proxy cache that have 
been realized (Wessels, 1995).
Table 1.1




The use of am proxy cache 
increases the probability 
of network failure due to 
introduction of failure 
point.
Improvement in 
response time to 
users
Resources (computing, disk 
space, personnel) are 





There is always a chance 
that cached documents will 
be stale, no matter how 
good of cache consistency 
mechanisms are. Some staled 
documents would be very 
harmful for use, for 
example, stock prices.
1.4 Proxy Cache Issues
As the enthusiasm of researchers for proxy cache has 
arisen just a few years, there are many problems and issues 
that are still unsolved or discussed. For example, if a 
proxy cache is full, which removal method is better, 
continuous or periodic? what documents should be removed? 
under what condition? How long should a document stay in a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
proxy cache? under what condition? How to handle document 
staleness problem? What factors affect proxy cache 
performance?
The following sections will introduce the issues 
relevant to the proxy cache.
1.4.1 Proxy Caches Cooperation
Cooperation among proxy caches requires
standardization of protocols and coordination. It is easy 
for an enterprise to set up its own proxy cache server on 
its own network, but it is difficult to set up a regional 
proxy servers, to serve many different networks and 
enterprises. For example, if a requested document is not 
cached at the local proxy cache, the proxy cache will 
forward this request to nearby or higher proxy caches. At 
this time, it seems that there is no single efficient 
scheme for determining which proxy cache with geographic 
proximity has this requested document in all cases (Guyton 
and Schwartz 1995).
Which places should be set up for regional and 
national proxy cache servers that can efficiently and 
effectively serve a region or a nation (Mcgrath 1996, 
Malpani et al. 1995)? The solution to this problem has not 
been clearly addressed in literature so far.
16
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1.4.2 Proxy Cache Consistency
Caching becomes an effective way to decrease response 
time and reduce Internet traffic. But caches provides this 
benefits at a cost: cache will sometimes send users with 
stale documents which are out of date with respect to their 
master copies on the web servers where the documents 
originated. There exist several methods to over the 
document staleness problems, which are called cache 
consistency mechanisms. The cache consistency mechanism 
currently in use on Internet includes: expiration-refresh
mechanisms, Time-To-Live (TTL), Invalidation Protocol 
(Gwertzman and Seltzer 1996).
Expiration-refresh mechanism originated in CERN http. 
Web cache consistency is simple heuristics based on
expiration date and If-Modified-Since: date. The detail has 
been addressed above.
In TTL (Time-To-Live) mechanism, each document is 
assigned a time to live, such as two days or 12 hours. When 
the TTL elapses, the document is considered invalid; the 
next request for the document will cause the document to be 
requested from its original server. TTL mechanism is very 
simple to implement. The challenge in supporting TTLs lies
17
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in selecting the appropriate time out value. Harvest cache 
employs TTL mechanism which has been described above.
Invalidation protocol, proposed by Worrels K. in 1994, 
usually supports strict document consistency, because the 
cached copies with invalidation protocol never become 
stale. Invalidation protocol depends on the server keeping 
track of cached data. When a document changes at remote 
server, the server will notify all the related caches that 
their copies are no longer valid. The caches will 
immediately get a refresh version of this document. One 
problem with invalidation protocol is that it needs heavy 
telecommunications time, which conflicts the purpose of 
proxy cache applications.
These different cache consistency mechanisms indicate 
different advantages and disadvantages. Worrell (1994) 
compared TTL rule with invalidation protocols. He showed 
that the bandwidth savings for invalidation protocol and 
TTL could be comparable if the TTL were set to 
approximately seven days. Unfortunately, with a TTL of 
seven days, 2 0% of the requests returned stale data. 
Gwertzman and Seltzer (1996) presented a strong preference 
for expiration-refresh mechanism. Their results showed that 
expiration-refresh mechanism can reduce network bandwidth
18
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consumption by an order of magnitude over an invalidation 
protocol, produce a stale rate of less than 5%, and produce 
server load comparable to , or less than, that of an 
invalidation protocol. But they admitted the TTL is the 
right choice when document lifetimes are known, as is the 
case with daily news or weekly schedules.
1.4.3 Proxy Cache Factors and Policies
Cache factors and policies affect cache performance. 
The factors are the inherent factors related to the 
environment of cache and users, e.g., cache size, user 
access patterns, document sizes. Cache policies are the 
rules that are used to improve cache performance, e.g., 
removal policy, removal method, comfort level, threshold 
policy and cache partitioning. The cache factors and 
policies will be briefly introduced below.
User Access Patterns
The behavior of the user population that request 
documents from the cache is characterized by the user 
access pattern. If users access a "significant few" number 
of documents from the Web then these documents should be 
stored in the cache and the cache hit rate would be high. 
User-access patterns are usually not static and this 
implies that an effective cache policy should not be
19
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static. Suppose that users concentrate on accessing a few 
documents in a web, while most of other documents are not 
of interest to most users. As a result, only a few
significant documents would be accessed frequently. If the 
documents that are most frequently accessed are stored in 
cache, the cache hit rate would be high.
Cache Size
Cache size is another factor influencing cache
performance. Intuitively, the larger a cache size is
relative to the documents it services, the higher the cache 
hit rate is. However, cache space is expensive. Therefore, 
an optimal cache size is a trade-off of cache cost and hit 
rate.
Document Size
Document size is associated with cache performance. 
Given a certain cache size, the cache can store more 
documents of small sizes than those of large sizes. 
However, only frequently accessed documents as well as 
small documents can improve cache hit rate. How to
determine the maximum cacheable document size is an 
important issue in the study of web cache policies. The 
study would be much useful to improve cache performance 
effeciency.
20
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Pre-fetching
Lee (1996) and Padmanabhan and Mogul (1996) explore 
the issue of document pre-fetching. Pre-fetching strategy 
is a strategy that determines which documents will be 
accessed in the near future and then be pre-loaded into the 
cache. In generally, there are two methods used to perform 
pre-fetching strategy: web hypertext linking and
statistical methods.
Web hypertext linking based pre-fetching uses the 
nature of hypertext links to determine the possible paths 
through a hypertext system. These links can be weighted on 
a statistical or heuristical scale. The pre-fetching is 
done based on the weights of the links - the higher the 
weight (or access probability), the more likely the user 
will read this document. For example, all the links within 
the current document are pre-loaded so that the user 
response time is reduced when the user decides to view the 
document.
The other method to pre-fetch is based on statistical 
methods. Web servers are typically configured to record 
access statistics. The statistics gathered on a cache 
server generally reflect the interests of a pool of users 
at a site. The statistics gathered on an origin server tend
21
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to reflect the interests of users on a more global scale. 
The performance of the pre-fetching based systems depends 
on the accuracy of the statistical model and the real-life 
access patterns (Abrams, et al., 1997) .
Since pre-fetching is that additional bandwidth is
consumed by the act of pre-loading unviewed documents, most 
researchers have enthusiasm on document removal policies 
rather than pre-fetching method in the last few years. 
Document removal is a method to determine which documents 
will be removed if a cache is full or needs to remove some 
documents, when the removal policy is executed, and how 
many documents would be removed in the execution (Figure 
1.4). It will be addressed immediately below.
Removal Policies
Web cache removal policies are the rules that dictate 
which document to remove when the cache is full. There 
exist various removal policies such as LFU (Least
Frequently Used), LRU (Least recently Used) and SIZE 
(document size) in web cache software. Since these simple 
removal policies may not work well, some researchers have 
proposed hybrid removal policy. For example, Wessell (1995) 
proposes a metric that combines frequency, recency and
document size.
22
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The illustration of Web Cache Policy Complexity
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Removal Methods
The cache removal method dictates at what point in 
time will documents have the opportunity to be removed. A 
continuous removal method implies that documents will be 
removed when there is no space in the cache to hold the 
active document. The active document is the document 
currently being accessed. A fixed periodic removal method 
indicates that documents will only be removed at the 
beginning of the removal period. Removal policies
generally require tie-breaking rules (i.e. secondary
rules). Examples of common removal policies are discussed 
in Chapter 2.
Cache Comfort Level
When documents are removed from a cache, we have to 
decide how many documents are required to remove out, which 
is determined by a cache comfort level. A cache comfort 
level is defined as the total size of the cache minus the 
observed average growth of the documents in the cache 
(Pitkow and Recker, 1995) . When documents are removed and 
the cache level drops below comfort level, the removal
action will stop. In Harvest Cache Object software, comfort 
level is called as water mark. It resembles water
24
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(documents) in a tank (cache) . When "water" drops below 
the water mark, the "tank" will exit from its removal mode.
Obviously cache comfort level affects cache 
performance. For instance, if a pool of users like to 
access new documents, i.e., they like to access the 
documents they never access before, this requires that many 
old documents (i.e., residing in cache for a long time) 
should be removed out to give more space for new documents. 
In other words, comfort level should be low, otherwise 
cache performance will degrade. But we have not seen any 
theoretical or empirical work in determining cache comfort 
level so far.
Threshold Policy
A large size document occupies more space than a small 
document. Given a certain of cache size, the more the 
large documents, the less documents a cache can holds. 
Therefore, the hit rate of a given cache would decrease if 
it holds many large size document. For this reason, some 
researchers propose a threshold policy - maximum cacheable 
document size, i.e., only some documents under a threshold 
size will be allowed to enter into cache. But this may 
significantly reduce weighted hit rate (Arlitt and 
Williamson (1997), Williams et. al. (1996) (the
25
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definition can been seen below) . Also it is difficult to 
determine an optimal threshold size that maximizes hit 
rate, but not significantly decrease weighted hit rate. 
Cache Partitioning
Different types of documents (text, image, audio and 
video) have different user access behaviors. Text documents 
and image documents are accessed more frequently than audio 
and video documents. Therefore, some researchers think that 
if a cache is partitioned into several parts that store 
different types of documents, cache performance would 
improve. Arlitt and Williamson (1997) and Williams et. al. 
(1996) attempt to confirm this cache partitioning idea 
through trace-driven simulation. Their results indicate 
that cache partitioning only improves cache performance a 
little, the performance may be worse sometimes.
Uncacheable Documents: CGI. Dynamic, and PPV
Some documents may not be appropriate to place into 
cache. These include CGI (Common Gateway Interface) 
documents, PPV(Pay Per View) documents, and dynamic 
documents. CGI documents are created dynamically from 
database searchers. The search results for different 
queries are different. Since CGI documents usually are the 
brief description of the linked documents, in many cases
26
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CGI documents are just used as a guide to find some 
interesting documents. Therefore, CGI documents are 
considered as uncacheable documents. Usually, PPV documents 
such as films, copyrighted documents, videos, or time 
sensitive data on line are commercially used. Apparently it 
has legal issues involved in retrieval of these documents. 
They are uncacheable documents unless owners grant 
permission for caching. As the diversity of web documents 
increases, many dynamic documents are created. For example, 
web-based data bases can create different data documents 
for different users' queries. These data documents are 
dynamically changed with queries. Therefore, dynamic 
documents are also not appropriate to place into cache. 
1.4.4 Performance Measurement
Several metrics are commonly used to measure cache 
performance which is influenced by many factors and 
policies (Figure 1.5).
Hit rate
The hit rate is generally a percentage ratio of 
documents obtained though using the caching mechanism 
versus the total documents requested. It expresses the 
percentage of requests that the document can be retrieved 
from the cache without requesting the document from the
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The Factors and Policies Affecting Proxy Cache Performance
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origin server. A higher hit rate means that the cache is 
better. If the documents are homogeneous in size, this 
measure may be a reasonable measure of effectiveness. If 
the documents are of varying sizes, weighted hit rate is a 
better performance measurement (Abrams, 1995).
Tm Number of URLs Loaded from the Cache 
H R — 1 1
Total Number of URLs Accessed
_  Number o f  Bytes Loaded from the Cache 
Total N um ber o f  Bytes A ccessed
Bandwidth Utilization
A reduction in the amount of bandwidth consumed shows
the cache is better.
Response time/access time
The response time is the time it takes for a user to
get a document. The amount of reduction in the response
time can be used to determine the performance of a cache.
Although these measures are related, optimizing one
measurement may not optimize another (Arlitt and Williamson
1996) . For example, requesting small documents from a proxy
cache with high hits does not mean that the network traffic
covered by the proxy cache is reduced (i.e., high weighted
hits) . Thus selection of proxy cache performance measures
depends on different people's preference. Typically,
29
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network administrators are concerned with network 
congestion. In this case, weighted hit rate and bandwidth 
utilization would be good choices. Hit rate would be a good 
measurement only when document sizes do not have much 
variation. But from users' point of view, response time 
would be best measure for a proxy cache performance.
In our research, we will use hit rate, weighted hit 
rate and user response time to evaluate web cache 
performance. This three measures will allow us to in-depth 
investigate the relationship of these measures. Bandwidth 
utilization measure is excluded, since there is no way to 
measure bandwidth in our model-driven simulation.
1.5 Problems and Motivation
Currently, the commercially available Web caching 
software programs do not perform satisfactorily. These 
caching policies use heuristic rules, which lack 
mathematical or empirical basis (Pitkow and Recker 1994, 
Glassman 1994, Smith, 1994, Luotonen and Atlis, 1994). Web 
system administrators and browser users are forced to 
arbitrarily define certain important, hard-coded caching 
parameters such as the time-to-live (TTL) for cached files, 
and the maximum file size allowed in the cache. Typically, 
such systems perform sub-optimally, averaging hit rates
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below 55%. This degrading performance of web cache 
motivates our study and development of effective web cache 
policies which reduce Internet traffic and improve user 
response time.
Abrams, et al. (1997) states that the user access 
model is an important consideration when designing caching 
schemes. The model attempts to characterize how the user 
will access web documents. By knowing the user access 
pattern, better caching predictions can be made as to what 
documents will be requested. However, the conventional web 
cache policy studies assume a trace-driven simulation 
approach, which lacks the capability to extract and 
represent the dynamic aspects of user access patterns.
The previous studies (Cunha et al. 1995, Glassman 
1994) of user access pattern just use simple statistical 
methods such as log data distributions and histograms. The 
analysis has provided a perceptive recognition of user 
access pattern which only represents web access "typical 
behaviors" rather than dynamic behaviors. Although some 
researchers have made effort to set up a dynamic model of 
user access patterns (e.g., Recker and Pitkow,1996) , the 
model reported in literature is still a regression model 
using a rolling-horizon approach, which does not provide a
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good mechanism to generate user access behaviors (in a 
simulation, for instance).
Several researchers (William et al. 1996, Pitkow and
Recker 1994, Abrams et al. 1996, Markatos, 1996) have
evaluated the impacts of cache removal policies, cache 
size, document size, threshold policy and cache 
partitioning on cache performance. However, there are 
still some open problems: (1) some results of their
simulations are inconsistent. For example, the performance 
of cache removal policies LFU, LRU, SIZE are ranked 
differently by different researchers. This may be due to 
the inherent problems of trace-driven simulation which is 
based on their own workloads. Thus, a robust removal policy 
that performs well in different environment is needed; 
(2) the impact of users access patterns on cache 
performance has not been well examined, since researchers 
have not established a good users access model; (3) the
study of the impact of removal method (continuous and
periodic) and comfort level on cache performance has not
been reported in literature.
Thus some important questions related users access 
patterns and cache policies are needed to address: (1) how
do we model web user access patterns? (2) how can we find a
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robust dynamic web cache removal policy? (3) what are the 
impacts of the factors and policies such as user access 
patterns, removal methods and threshold policy on cache 
performance?
Having stated the above problems, the research of this 
dissertation will focus on the following three major 
problems:
1) we will propose a dynamic user access model that 
reasonably represent dynamic user access patterns. 
This model is developed on the basis of a sound 
information science theory.
2) we will propose and testify a robust dynamic 
removal policy based on our user access model, 
which will outperform the common removal policies 
such as FIFO, LFU, LRU and SIZE in different 
simulated application environments
3) we will conduct comprehensive simulation 
experiments to study the impact of different 
factors and policies on cache performance. The 
major factors and policies include cache size, 
document size, user access patterns, removal 
policies, removal methods, comfort level, and 
threshold policies.
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1.6 Dissertation Contribution
Dynamic user access models and web cache policies are 
two critical issues for improving user response time. This 
dissertation contribution can be stated in three parts:
1) The results of our research (robust removal policy 
and the investigation of impact of different 
factors and policies on cache performance) will 
improve user response time if they are applied to 
proxy cache commercial softwares. This study will 
be much helpful in reduing network traffic and 
server loads.
2) This dissertation will develop a dynamic user 
access model based on information processing theory 
and empirical data. This research on user access 
patterns is an initial attempt in this area. Thus 
this study will be helpful for the future research 
in this area.
3) Our model-driven simulations of web cache policies 
will tackle several important problems such as the 
impact of users access pattern, removal policy and 
removal methods on cache performance, which have 
not been well solved through trace-driven 
simulations so far. The insight gained through
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this study will lead to future research
contributions.
35
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, a review of the literature in the 
field of web cache policies is given. With the realization 
that cache policies is a very broad area of research, this 
review concentrates on the web cache factors and policies 
including cache size and document size, cache removal 
policy and user access patterns. The issues of the web
cache cooperation and cache consistency have been
introduced in Chapter 1. Since these issues are not closely 
relevant to the web cache policies that we study here, 
Thus we won't review them here.
2.1 Cache Size and Document Size
As the web popularity grows, the network bandwidth 
required to connect users to web sites has increased. Since 
the strategy of increasing network bandwidth to keep up 
with user demand is very expensive, people attempt to 
increase cache size to improve user response time since a 
larger cache will store more documents. But web cache is a 
scare resource on the Internet and only partially 
contributes to the improvement of cache performance. 
Observations and simulation results (Markatos 1996, Abrams 
et al. 1995, Williams et al. 1996) indicate that the
36
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increase of cache size quickly improves web cache hit rate 
when cache size is relatively small. Once the hit rate 
reaches some point, cache size increases will only 
marginally improve cache hit rate. Furthermore, Markatos
(1996) found that the web server environment has an effect 
on cache hit rate. As explained in the paper, a cache as 
small as 4 Mbytes results in 80% hit rate for the 
NCSA server, but only in 63% hit rate for the Parallab 
server.
Unlike CPU cache, which stores homogenous size program 
blocks, web cache stores various sized documents. Clearly, 
document size affects cache performance. Several 
researchers (Markatos et al. 1996, Abrams et al. 1995, 
Williams et al. 1996, Cunha, et al. 1995) have investigated 
the influence of document size on cache performance. The 
investigation results are approximately the same: caching
small documents and removing large documents would result 
in higher hit rates. This seems intuitive. First, users 
probably tend to avoid using large documents due to the 
time required to download them. Second, the removal of a 
large document makes room for many small documents, which 
increases the percentages of documents in the cache that 
can be hit.
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However, the decision on which documents are small and 
should be cached is really a complicated trade-off. In 
fact, this problem becomes the determination of a threshold 
point that determines which documents can be stored, i.e., 
what is maximum cacheable document size? For example, if we 
choose 0.5 Mbytes as maximum cacheable document size, it 
means that all the documents less than 0.5 Mbytes can be 
cached. The problem is that if the threshold chosen is too 
large, then the cache may contain primarily large 
documents, in which case most documents will only be 
referenced a few times, the hit rate is low. On the other 
hand, if the threshold is chosen too small, only a small 
portion of documents can be cached, thus the cache hit rate 
would be low.
Markatos(1996) suggests that the optimal threshold 
depends both on the documents requests, and on the cache 
size. Choosing a threshold that will result in good 
performance is a delicate procedure. However, this method 
is naive and intuitive, since it is a primitive "hill 
climbing" algorithm. There are two obvious drawbacks in 
this primitive algorithm: first, it is a simple local
improvement algorithm, which does not provide the solution 
to a global optimal threshold point. This is because the
38
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change step is too large, it may skip threshold point. 
Second, a small change step would be time-consuming. It is 
a trade-off between time and accuracy.
In a summary, cache size and document size are closely 
related to web cache performance. The determination of 
optimal cache size and document size (i.e., maximum 
cacheable document size) is a difficult problem, since the 
threshold points will change with different application 
environments. So far only few published studies on the 
issues have been seen.
2.2 Cache Removal Policies
William's et al. (1996) and Markatos (1996) pointed 
out that variable document sizes and types allow a rich 
variety of policies to select a document for removal. Cache 
removal policies generally assume a historical time-window 
in which only the documents accessed during this time 
window are considered by cache removal policy. The 
document last accessed is referred to as the active 
document. The cache removal policy is activated in a 
continuous system whenever there is not available cache 
space to hold the active document. In a periodic system, 
the cache removal policy is activated at the beginning of 
each removal cycle.
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The simplest removal policy for web cache is FIFO
(First-In-First-Out), LFU(Least Frequently Used), LRU 
(Least Recently Used), SIZE (removal documents based on
document size) . In last few years some researchers attempt
to make variants of these policies to overcome some
drawbacks of simple removal policies. For example, Arlitt 
and Williamson (1997) proposed LFU-aging policy. Recently, 
some researchers advocated that hybrid removal policies 
(the combination of document access frequency, recency and 
size) would perform best. For example, Wessels (1995) 
proposed a cache removal metrics (see in the following 
section) . The following section will give more details of 
these cache removal policies and discuss their advantages 
and disadvantages.
2.2.1 FIFO, LFU, LRU, SIZE
The FIFO, LFU and LRU policies are borrowed from CPU 
cache policies, while the SIZE policy is proposed by 
Williams, et al. (1996) for the web cache policies.
Removal policies generally require tie-breaking rules (i.e. 
secondary rules) . We define this secondary rule as "random 
removal". That is, if several documents are tied with 
primary removal policy, a document among them will be 
randomly selected to be removed out.
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First-In. First-Out (FIFO)
The First-In, First-Out policy removes the oldest 
document (the one which was earliest to enter the cache) 
without considering its frequency. The time of a document's 
first access is the only decision criterion.
As an illustration, we assume an empty cache which can 
hold 3 documents. For an access sequence to documents A, B, 
B, C, D, B, A, and C, the document changes in the cache are 
as follows:
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A] No
2 B [A B] NO
3 B [A B] No
4 C [A B C] No
5 D [B C D] Yes
6 B [B C D] No
7 A [C D A] Yes
8 C [C D A] No
Least Frequently Used (LFU)
The Least Frequently Used removal policy (LFU) uses 
only frequency as decision criterion. It removes cache 
document with the lowest frequency. In case there is same 
frequency among several documents, a document among them will
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be randomly selected to be removed out. Given the same access 
sequence as above, the change of documents in cache is 
listed below:
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A1] No
2 B [A1 B1] NO
3 B [B2 A1] NO
4 C [B2 A1 C1] No
5 D [B2 A1 D1] Yes
6 B [B3 A1 D1] No
7 A [B3 A2 D1] No
8 C [B3 A2 c2] Yes
Least Recently Used (LRU)
The Least Recently Used (LRU) policy considers time of 
access as decision criterion. It removes the cached 
document that was least recently used, i.e., the document 
whose most recent access was the earliest. Using the similar 
example, this policy can be illustrated below:
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
l A [A] No
2 B [B A] No
3 B [B A] No
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4 C [C B A] No
5 D [D C B] Yes
6 B [B D C] No
7 A [A B D] Yes
8 C [C A B] Yes
SIZE
The SIZE policy considers document size
c
D
criterion. There are two way to remove the cached documents. 
One way is to remove the largest size document; the other way 
is to remove the smallest size document. The former method 
would increase hit rate, while the later one would increase 
weighted hit rate. The two removal ways of this removal 
policy are illustrated below using the same example as 
above.
In this example, four documents of varying sizes are 
assumed: A (1000 bytes) , B (2000 bytes), C (3000 bytes), and
D (4000 bytes).
1. Remove the largest size
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A] No
2 B [BA] No
3 B [BA] No
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4 C [C B A] No
5 D [D A B] Yes C
6 B [B D A] No
7 A [A B D] No
8 C [C A B] Yes D
2 . Remove the smallest size
NO. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A] No
2 B [B A] No
3 B [B A] No
4 C [C B A] No
5 D [C B D] Yes A
6 B [C B D] No
7 A [C A D] Yes B
8 C [C A D] No
9 C [C A D] No
The Performance Comparison
In their studies of web caching policy Recker
Pitkow (1996) found that recency proves to be a
stronger predictor than frequency." Their studies show 
that a mean hit rate of between 67% and 69% could be 
achieved by simply caching only the documents accessed one 
day ago. Wessels (1995) came to a similar conclusion for
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proxy caching, that one day is a key caching point. His 
study indicates that those documents are accessed today, 
and highly likely to be accessed tomorrow. But those 
documents that are accessed yesterday or earlier have a 
lower probability of being accessed tomorrow. Therefore, 
the results of Pitkow and Recker, and Wessels imply that 
LRU (recency as decision criterion) is better than LFU 
(frequency as decision criterion).
The interesting point shown from the studies of Pitkow 
and Recker, and Wessels is that a single day period would 
often determine the accesses of the next day. But we doubt 
that the policy could not be so simple. For example, why 
does LFU perform worse than LRU? Are the accesses to their 
web servers peculiar in some way? Does one day cache that 
works for their caches apply to other proxy cache? Do the 
access patterns change over time?
The poor performance of LFU mentioned by Pitkow and 
Recker, and Wessels may be due to the fact that once the 
cache stores a set of highly accessed documents, those 
documents are rarely removed. In this case the LFU policy 
would perform satisfactorily. However, as time goes on, the 
popularity of some cached documents diminishes, which leads 
to the decrease of the LFU performance. It implies that LFU
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does not capture user access pattern any more. Therefore, 
we can see that a good cache removal policy should 
incorporate a dynamic user access pattern.
Abrams, et al. (1995) monitored traffic corresponding 
to three types of educational workloads over a one-semester 
period and used this as input to a cache experimental 
simulation. They found that when the cache is full and a 
document is removed, the LRU removal policy performs 
poorly. Based on the LRU policy, they proposed two hybrid 
cache removal policies (LRU-min and LRU-thold) , which were 
claimed better than the LRU policy. These two hybrid 
policies will be explained later in this section.
The poor performance of the LRU policy in the study by 
Abrams, et al. (1995) may be attributed to the "persistent"
users. If the majority of users are persistent in 
retrieving some documents frequently, intuitively, as a 
cache strategy frequency would be better than recency. It 
means that in this case the LRU policy would perform poorly 
relative to the LFU policy. User access pattern is clearly 
an important factor and one which should be considered 
during the web cache removal policy analysis.
Williams, et al. (1996) proposed a removal policy 
based on document size called SIZE. The SIZE removal
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policy means that when the cache is full, the largest 
document in the cache should be removed. Through trace- 
driven simulation, they attempt to determine the maximum 
possible hit rate and weighted hit rate that a cache could 
ever achieve, and the removal policy that maximized hit 
rate and weighted hit rate. The experiments used five 
traces of 37 to 185 days of client URL requests. The 
results are that removal policy based on SIZE always 
outperforms any other removal policies. Based on these 
simulation experiments, they ranked hit rate performance of 
several removal policies in the following order (best 
first) : SIZE, LRU, LFU.
It is not surprising that document size affects cache 
performance, intuitively, since caching small documents and 
removing large documents may result in higher hit rates. 
The questions is whether this ranking will hold in any 
environment, different time and different servers . We 
believe that the ranking depends, at least, on user access 
patterns.
Finally, as far as we know, no research paper has yet 
addressed FIFO removal policy on the web cache performance. 
For this reason, we will examine the FIFO in our study 
(Chapter 5).
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2.2.2 LRU-min, LRU-thold and LFU-aging
Abrams, et al. (1995) argue that LRU may discard many
small documents to make room for one large document, 
resulting in misses for many users. They proposed two new 
algorithms based on LRU: LRU-min and LRU-thold which try to 
minimize the number of documents replaced. LRU-min first 
tests whether there are any documents equal or larger in
size than the incoming document; if there is, choose one of
them by LRU. Otherwise, consider all documents larger than 
half the size of the incoming document; if there is, choose 
one of them by LRU. If not, repeat using one quarter the 
document size, and so on (Williams, et al 1996) . The LRU- 
thold policy is different from LRU in that no document 
larger than a threshold size is cached (Even if the cache
has room, a document whose size is larger than the
threshold is never cached.) . Here are two examples to 
illustrate the principle of LRU-min and LRU-thold removal 
policies.
LRU-min example: Document sizes are assumed as: A (1000
bytes) , B (2500 bytes) , C (3000 bytes) , Incoming Document D 
(4000 bytes)
Wo. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
48
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1 A [A] No
2 B [BA] No
3 B [BA] No
4 C [C B A] No
5 D [C D A] Yes B
LRU-thold example: Document sizes are assumed as: A (1000 
bytes), B (2500 bytes), C (3000 bytes), D (4000 bytes),
Threshold Size 3500 Bytes
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A] No
2 B [BA] No
3 B [BA] No
4 C [C B A] No
5 D [C B A] No
(Note: Document D is retrieved from remote server, since it 
is not allowed to enter the cache)
The LFU-aging policy, proposed by Arlitt, et al.
(1997), is a variant of LFU. They argued that with simple 
LFU some documents can build up extremely high hits so that 
they are rarely removed. Occasionally, these high accessed 
documents may not be requested any more in the future. If 
these documents won't be removed out, they will waste cache 
space and lead to the decrease of cache performance. To
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avoid this problem, the LFU-aging policy attempts to reduce 
the importance of documents with high frequency but not 
accessed recently. The following example is to illustrate 
the LFU-aging policy.
No. Document Cache after Access Removal Document
1 A [A1] No
2 B [A1 B1] No
3 B [B2 A1] No
4 B [B3 A1 C1] No
5 B [B4 A1 c1] No
6 D [B4 A1 D1] Yes
7 E [B4 E1 D1] Yes
8 F [B4 E1 F1] Yes
9 G [G1 E1 F1] Yes
10 G [G2 E1 F1] No
A or C 
A or D 
E or D 
B
(Note: In the 9th access, document B is removed since it has 
not been accessed in past several accesses, even if it has 
the highest access frequency).
LRU-min, LRU-thold and LFU-aging are just the variants 
of LRU and LFU. These three removal policies are claimed 
better than simple LFU and LRU policies in their studies. 
However, these policies still face some problems. For 
instance, how to determine the threshold point of the LRU-
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thold under different situations? What rules should be used 
to determine aged documents in LFU-aging policy? It would 
be difficult to anwser these questions.
2.2.3 Metrics and HYB
The aim of removal policy is to remove those documents 
from a cache which users do not want to access recently. 
Therefore, a good removal policy should be established on 
users access patterns that are closely associated with 
frequency, recency and document size. The removal policies: 
FIFO, LFU, LRU, SIZE, LRU-min, LRU-thold, and LFU-aging do 
not well incorporates the above three characteristics of 
user access patterns. Also, we have to know that a removal 
policy can not be "fabricated" by simply putting the three 
elements together. In addition, the form of a good removal 
policy should be as simple as possible. Wessels (1995) and
Wooster & Abrams (1997) have made some progress in building 
this kind of removal policy.
Wessels (1995) indicated that the cached documents 
should be prioritized in a simple metric. Three factors are 
considered in the metric: frequency, recency, and size.
Frequency is how often the document is accessed via the 
proxy cache. Recency is when the document was last
accessed. Size is the number of bytes transmitted for this
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document. For these calculations, the administrator has to 
set a "Window Size" which typically is one week.
Frequency is calculated in units of accesses per day.
F = M/(T2-T\) 
where N  = number of access
n  = time of earliest access
T2 = time of most recent access
Recency is calculated by subtracting the time of last 
access from the current system time.
R0=T0-T2
where TO = current system time
T2 = time of most recent access
Size is simply the number of bytes transmitted for this 
document
S = number of transmitted bytes 
The metric M is calculated as
M =  Ff Rr S’
where f, r, and s are exponents chosen by the
administrator. The value for f should be a positive
number, meaning that more frequently accessed documents are 
more likely to be cached. The value of r should be a
negative number such that more recent documents (i.e. a
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smaller value of R) are more likely to be cached. The value 
of s can be either positive or negative. A positive value 
would favor caching large documents over small ones, or 
vice-versa. If recency is determined to be more important 
than frequency, the absolute value of r should be greater 
than that of f. Default values are f =1.0, r = -1.0, and s 
= -0.005. When the proxy has been running for a few months, 
it should be possible to run simulations on the log files 
to determine empirically optimal values of exponents for 
highest cache hit rate.
This removal metric is simple and reasonable, since it 
captures the three major elements of users access pattern. 
But there is a critical problem that would be an obstacle 
for implementing this removal metric. That is, it is hard 
to evaluate the optimal values of parameters f, r, and s. 
Since user access pattern changes with time and 
environment, these parameters must be repeatedly evaluated 
under different conditions. But Wessels did not give a 
method or rule to evaluate the parameters.
Wooster and Abrams (1997) developed a hybrid removal 
policy, called HYB (Hybrid Algorithm) . HYB is a hybrid of 
three factors, considering document download time, 
reference number to a document, and document size. A
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document / in a cache will be removed out if its W value 
is lowest. The W value is computed using the following 
formula:
w  = (clat^ + wB / cbw^ \nref"* ) / st
Where nre/j is the number of references to document 
/since it last entered the cache, j;is the size in bytes of 
document / , and wB and wN are constants that set the 
relative importance of the variables cbwserii) and rtref, 
respectively.
In the equation, clat^^ is the time to open a 
connection to server / , and cbw^^ (bytes/second) is the 
bandwidth of transmission between server / and proxy 
cache. Thus the term in the equation
{clatta.(î JrwB Icbv/ttT(i)') represents the download time of a 
document.
In this policy three factors frequency, download time 
and document size, are taken into account. But Cunha, et 
al. (1995) indicated that download time and document size
are closely related. Empirically, download time and 
document size have a nonlinear relationship. A document is 
likely to be slowly downloaded from a remote server if its
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size is large. Therefore the item +vB /cbw^^) and
item Sj would be highly correlated in the equation. Thus 
this removal policy only include two characteristics of 
user access patterns: frequency and document size. Thus
this removal policy lacks of the characteristic of recency. 
But recency is a critical aspect in user access patterns. 
As we discussed above, Recker and Pitkow (1996), Wessels 
(1995), Abrams, et al. (1995) have indicated LRU performs
better than LFU, which implies that recency is a important 
factor in removal policy. Therefore missing recency would 
be a drawback in the HYB policy. In addition, in the paper 
they found that hit rate is sensitive to wB . if user access 
pattern changes, how to determine the value of wB ? The 
study did not give an answer.
The comparison of these two removal policies (Metrics 
and HYB) can be seen in Table 2.4:
Table 2.4
The Comparison of Metrics and HYB Removal Policies
Removal Policy Factors Drawbacks
Metrics: 
M  = Ff Rr S’
Frequency, 
Recency, Size








1. Missing recency 
factor
2. It may not be easy 
to estimate wB
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2.3 User Access Patterns
Determining user access pattern for web sites is an 
area of active research (Abrams, et al. 1997; Recker and
Pitkow, 1996; Cunha, et al. 1995; Glassman, 1994; and
Markatos, et al. 1996), since it can lead to improved cache 
performance and improved user response time.
So far there are two descriptive models of user 
access patterns reported in the literature: first is the
Pareto distribution, claimed by Abrams, et al., Cunha, et 
al., Glassman and Markatos, et al. Second is borrowed from 
a psychological human memory model, proposed by Recker and 
Pitkow (1996) . In this section we will briefly review the 
principles of these two models and discuss their advantages 
and disadvantages.
2.3.1 Pareto Distribution
Pareto distribution (also referred to as the power-law 
distribution, the double-exponential distribution, and the 
hyperbolic distribution) was originally used to model 
distributions of incomes (Pareto, 1909) . Since then it has 
been widely applied to many empirical phenomena such as 
library books circulation, database retrieval, word usage, 
etc. (Chen and Chong, 1998). The details of Pareto law can 
be seen in Chapter 3.
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Cunha, et al. (1995) studied web user access patterns 
from web access logs in different web sites. The results 
indicated that many web access characteristics can be 
modeled using Pareto distribution. They claimed that Pareto 
distribution is appropriate for document sizes, user
requests for documents, and the number of accesses to 
documents as a function of their overall rank in 
popularity. The major findings from their study about user 
access pattern are:
1. The accesses to document versus document ranking 
(Figure 2.1)
y  = -0.986x-1 R2 = 1.00
where: y is the accesses to document, and x is
the document ranking.
2. The accesses to document versus document size
(Figure 2.2):
y  OC x~166 R2 = 0.89 
where: y is the accesses to document, and x is
document size.
3. The number of document versus document size (Figure 
2.3):
y  x  x_IJS R2 = 0.96 
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where: y is the number of documents in different 
size, and x is document size.
Markatos (1996)and Cunha, et al. (1995) gathered many web
server traces from a variety of environments that include 
universities, research institutions, and supercomputing 
centers from Europe and the United States. Their study also 
indicated that the number of accesses to documents as a 
function of their size generally follows Pareto 
distribution (Figure 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). Further, they
study showed that the number of accesses to documents 
depends on the environment or the server. As explained in 
the paper, the ten most frequently accessed documents in 
NCSA server are responsible for almost 50% of the accesses, 
while the ten most frequently accessed documents in 
Parallab server are responsible for about 10% of the 
accesses. Thus the study results imply that document access 
number not only follows a Pareto distribution (as a 
function of their size) , but also is determined by web 
server environment.
Glassman (1994) set up a web proxy cache for 
Digital Equipment Corporation's facilities in Palo Alto, 
California, which handled about 2000 requests from 60 users
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each day. The ratio of the number of requests made by the 
ith most frequent user to the (i+l)8t most frequent user is 
approximately 1.02. The plot of user requests and rankings 
is approximately log-linear, which means a Zip'f law
distribution (Zip'f law is a special form of Pareto
distribution, Chen and Chong, 1997).
These lines of research have a consistent conclusion 
regarding document accesses: the Pareto distribution is a 
good approximation for document accesses number. Their 
studies (Abrams, et al. 1997, Cunha, et al. 1995,
Markatos, et al. 1996, Glassman 1994) have shown good
perceptual understanding for user access patterns. However, 
they did not reveal the mechanism of user access patterns. 
That is, how is the Pareto distribution of document 
accesses formed? Why do the different web servers have very 
different hit rates given the same cache size? As the web 
evolves, will the distribution of requests change? To 
answer these questions a deep investigation of user access 
patterns and the development of user access model is
required.
2.3.2 Psychological Memory Model
Recker and Pitkow (1996) proposed a user access model 
that was derived from a model from psychological research
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on human memory. This model focuses on frequency and 
recency of user access patterns. To the best of our 
knowledge, this model is the only dynamic model of user 
access pattern in all published research to date. This 
research shows that document access in the near future can 
be predicted by using a model combining document frequency 
and recency. Using this algorithm the cache performance 
studied in the paper has been improved from below 55% to 
67% hit rate for accesses from off-campus for a three-month 
period. However, this model (a regression model) is 
obtained through a regression analysis of actual access 
data using a rolling-horizon approach. As such, this model 
only described the general behavior of user accesses and it 
cannot be used to simulate user access behaviors. We 
believe that a good user access model not only provides a 
good approximation of user access behavior, but also 
provides a good mechanism to generate user access behaviors 
(in a simulation, for instance). As well, Recker and 
Pitkow state that the relationship between recency and 
frequency in predicting document access remains unclear.
2.4 Other Issues
Arlitt and Williamson (1997) and Abrams, et. al (1995) 
have investigated threshold policy (i.e., maximum cacheable
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document size) and cache partitioning policies through 
trace-driven experimental simulations. Their results are 
intuitive. If large documents are not allowed to enter a 
cache (in their experiments the threshold is set up 100 
Kbytes) , hit rate will be slightly higher than the hit rate 
without threshold policy, but data volume ( in the paper 
they used data volume to represent the data traffic in the 
network) significantly increases, i.e., weighted hit rate 
significantly decreases. This is because large documents 
are excluded in the cache. On the other hand, if small 
documents are excluded in the cache (smaller than 500 byte 
documents were not allowed to enter the cache) , hit rate 
will decrease and weighted hit rate is approximately the 
same as the weighted hit rate without threshold policy. 
Although their findings are reasonable, there still remain 
some problems. For example, how to determine the threshold 
point? Does their conclusions still hold true in different 
user access patterns?
Also, Arlitt and Williamson (1997) and Abrams, et al. 
(1995) have examined caching partitioning policy in their 
studies. The results showed that cache partitioning 
provides only some small gains in cache hit rate and 
decreases weighted hit rate. In some cases, the hit rate
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and weighted hit rate will be worse. The main problem with 
this policy is the difficulty in selecting the number of 
partitions, and the sizes of those partitions, and most 
selections could result in huge decrease in cache 
performance.
The study on removal methods (continuous and periodic) 
and cache comfort level have not been seen in published 
research to date. But some researchers mentioned the issues 
of removal methods and comfort level in their study. 
Abrams, et al. (1995) mentioned that removal methods affect 
cache performance, but they ignored the factor in their 
experimental simulations due to limited study scope. Recker 
and Pitkow (1996) found that one day is a good removal 
periodic period since most documents in cache would not be 
accessed in the next day, which was observed in their 
simulation experiments. Arlitt and Williamson (1997) and 
Williams, et. al. (1996) took the continuous removal method
in their studies.
2.5 Open Problems
Although there has been a significant amount of 
research on web cache in the last few years, as we reviewed 
above, a number of open problems currently remain, e.g., 
modeling user access patterns, developing a robust removal
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policy, studying on removal methods and cache comfort 
level, and evaluating threshold policy under different 
conditions.
Modeling User Access Patterns
Abrams, et al. (1997) pointed out that the user access 
model is an important consideration when designing caching 
schemes. Markatos (1996) concluded in the paper that any 
web cache policy that does not take into account user 
access patterns is bound not to perform well for all web 
servers. However, to date the published research on web 
cache policies have not found a good user access model. So 
far the Pareto distribution and Psychological Memory model 
for user access patterns can only describe the general 
behaviors of user accesses and it can not used to simulate 
user access behaviors. We believe that a good users access 
model not only provides a good approximation on users 
access behaviors, but also provides a good mechanism to 
generate user access behaviors (in a simulation, for 
instance).
Thus it is necessary to develop a good user access 
model, which will be much helpful for researchers to widely 
investigate the impact of different factors and policies on 
cache performance, and thus to increase user response time.
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Developing a Robust Removal Policy
The insightful research work on web cache removal 
policies includes Markatos, 1996, Recker and Pitknow 1996, 
Wessels 1995, Williams, et al. 1996, Abrams, et al. 1995. 
But the controversial issue still exists, i.e., the 
performance ranking of different web cache removal 
policies. The trace-driven simulation results and 
observations from these researchers indicate a different 
preference on these policies. We believe that this 
inconsistency may stem from the limitations of trace-driven 
simulation, since their findings are based on their own web 
documents and access logs which have fixed user access 
pattern. The optimal removal policy claimed by different 
researchers may not work well in other environments.
User access patterns are volatile, and play important 
role in the performance of removal policies. Therefore it 
is necessary to further evaluate these removal policies by 
incorporating user access patterns, and if possible, to 
develop a robust removal policy which will perform well in 
di f fe rent envi ronment s.
Studying on Removal Methods and Cache Comfort Level
So far researchers have not studied the impact of 
removal methods and cache comfort level on cache
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performance. A number of interesting problems can be 
examined using simulation experiments. For example, which 
method is better? How does cache comfort level affect cache 
performance?
Evaluating Threshold Policy
Threshold policy has been studied by several 
researchers using trace-driven experimental simulations 
(Arlitt and Williamson, 1997, Abrams, et. al., 1995,
Markatos, 1996). However, we doubt if their results still 
hold true under different users access patterns.
Our objective in this dissertation is to develop some 
sound web cache policies that are based on sound theory and 
principles from the information sciences. Our approach is 
to find a good dynamic web access model by utilizing actual 
empirical data and to develop an efficient and effective 
web cache policy to maximize hit rate, weighted hit rate, 
and/or minimize user response time.
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CHAPTER 3 USER ACCESS MODELING AND SIMULATION
In this Chapter our objective is to find a 
mathematical based model that accurately represents the 
user access pattern of WWW clients. The vast majority of 
cache policies studies uses trace based simulations where 
each simulation is based on a specific user-access log 
trace. This makes experimentation and the generalization 
of experiments very difficult. With a mathematical model 
of user-access activity (referred to as user-access 
pattern), we can facilitate experimentation and perhaps 
better understand how to develop efficient Web cache 
policies.
We begin this chapter with a look at the user-access 
logs used to evaluate our model. Then we present some 
background work in information processing. Finally we 
develop a user-access model based on Simon's information 
processing model and show how this model is validated.
3.1 Workload Traces
Williams, et al. (1996) defines three categories of 
web-access traces (i.e. access log): server-based, client- 
based, or proxy-based. A server-based trace refers to the 
access logs that record the access activity of a specific
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web server. A client-based trace refers to the access logs 
that record the access activity of a set of web clients. A 
proxy-based trace can be similar to a server-based trace if 
the recorded accesses are from clients through the Internet 
to a few servers, or it can be similar to client-based 
trace if the recorded accesses are from clients within a 
network to servers anywhere on the Internet. In this study 
we use four workload traces. Two workload traces are proxy- 
based, one being similar to a client-based trace and the 
other being similar to a server-based trace. The two other 
work loads are single server-based trace. A summary of 
this data is presented in Table 1.
The two proxy-based traces studied here were collected 
from a University Web site (Virginia Tech) and previously 
used by Williams, et al. (1996) in their cache removal
policy study (ftp://ei.cs.vt.edu/pub/succeed/Sigcomm96). 
The downloaded traces are the records of each request from 
a user. A record from one the traces is shown as follows: 
380.5.LOCAL - - [0l/0ct/l995:13:23:48 -0400] "GET 
http://4.5.LOCAL/-CS5024 HTTP/1.0" 302
This record includes a local user code (3 80.5 local), 
access time ([Ol/Oct/1995:13:23:48 -0400]), accessed URL
(http://4.5.LOCAL/-cs5024), the protocol (HTTP/1.0) and
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document size (302 bytes) . In order to get the information 
of URL, frequency and document size, we wrote a program to 
count access frequency and document size for each URL. This 
program first identifies all the good records from a trace 
file (i.e., a record must have URL and size) and deletes 
incomplete or distorted records. Then the program will 
count access frequency and document size for each URL.
The details about the workloads can be seen in the 
paper of Williams, et al. (1996). One of the workloads is 
called "Remote Client Backbone Accesses (BR)". BR records 
the access activity of world-wide clients to several web 
servers in their computer science department. This workload 
includes every URL request appearing on the Ethernet 
backbone of domain .cs.vt.edu with a client outside that 
domain naming a web server inside that domain for a 37 day 
period in September and October 1995. There are a total of 
227,210 requests made in that time period and requiring a 
9.38 GB log transmission. In our study we download two one- 
week periods of trace data (October 1 to October 7 and 
October 15 to October 21) and use this data to validate our 
user-access model. The other workload is called "local 
client backbone accesses (BL)". The BL workload is a 
collection of the accesses of their department client
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requests to any outside server in the world for a thirty- 
seven day period in September and October 1995. This 
represents 91,188 accesses requiring a transmission of a 
641.8 MB log. In our study we download two one-week periods 
of trace data (October 1 to October 7 and October 15 to 
October 21) and use this data to validate our user-access 
model.
The single server-based traces are obtained from Louisiana 
State University (LSU) library web servers 
(http://www.lib.lsu.edu/stats/usage.html) and the core 
resource web server at Columbia University 
(www.cis.Columbia.edu/stats.html#Archive) . The downloaded 
data was the processed statistics by the web sites 
administrators including the access frequency and the 
corresponding URLs in their web sites. This processed web 
statistics was directly used for the comparison with our 
simulated data (see the last section of this Chapter). The 
workload traces from LSU cover all the user accesses in 
July of 1996, representing 329,385 total requests to 2,457 
static web pages on LSU library servers. The workload 
traces from Columbia cover all the user accesses over a 
two-month period in 1996, representing 156,926 total 
requests to 508 static web pages.
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17 253 242 25
Notes:
1. Client-based log: logs collected by instrumenting a 
set of Web clients.
2. Multiple web server logs: logs collected by 
monitoring traffic from clients throughout the 
Internet to a few servers.
3. Single web server logs: logs collected from 
individual web servers.
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Usually, many web servers published their processed 
web access statistics. But typically, proxy servers do not 
publish their own access data, since lots of documents 
accessed by users would require a huge cache space. This 
brings some difficulty for the study of web cache 
policies.
3.2 Empirical Evidence o£ Web User Access Activity
Determining user access patterns for web sites is an 
area of active research (see, for instance, Abrams et al., 
1997; Recker and Pitkow, 1996; Cunha et al., 1995;
Glassman, 1994; and Markatos, 1996) since it can lead to 
improved cache performance and improved user response time. 
Many of these researchers have concluded that user access 
patterns follows Pareto distribution and Zipf's law. Here 
we briefly look at two sets of empirical data: the LSU
access data and Columbia University access data, to see if 
these data follows Pareto distribution and Zipf's law.
We plot different diagrams of the size distribution, 
access number distribution, and the relationship between 
document size and popularity using the web data, which are 
shown in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, 
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. All these figures are plotted on 
a log-log scale.
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Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2: In fact, Figure 3 .1 and
Figure 3.2 are histograms on a log-log scale. The histogram 
bin is 1280 bytes. For example, the most left point (the 
value is 587449) on Figure 3.1 means that the requests for 
documents in the range of 0 to 1280 bytes are 587449. 
Remember that all the requests to the LSU library web sites 
from January l to March 31 are 1809933. Thus approximately 
32.5% of all the requests during this period are for small 
documents in the range of 0 to 1280 bytes.
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the distribution of web 
document accesses as the function of their size. These 
figures indicate that actual document traffic generated by 
user requests resembles a Pareto distribution, but the 
skewness of the two curves is not strong, especially 
Columbia University data is more scattered. This may 
reflect a web access phenomenon that user access patterns 
on document size are different in different application 
environments.
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4: We plot Figure 3 .3 and
Figure 3.4 using the same method as in Figure 3.1 and 
Figure 3.2. The difference between these two group figures 
are vertical axis. On Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, the 
vertical axis is the document number instead of document
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accesses on Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The horizontal axis 
is the same unit: document size (Kbytes) in 1280
bins.
Let' s look at a point on Figure 3.3 to explain what 
the two figures mean. The left most point (the value is 
2117) indicates that there are 2117 documents in the range 
of 0 to 1280 bytes. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 give a rule 
of thumb of actual size distribution of web documents. The 
figures show the pronounced Pareto distribution of document 
sizes. Compared with Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, The 
tendency of Pareto distribution in Figure 3.3. and Figure
3.4 are more striking.
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6: Document accesses from
the web sites are ranked and shown on Figure 3.5 and 
Figure 3.6.
Our data shows that Zipf's law applies quite strongly 
to documents on the distribution of user accesses to web 
document ranking. Zipf's law was originally applied to the 
relationship between a word's popularity in terms of rank 
and its frequency of use. It states that if one ranks the 
popularity of words used in a given text by their frequency 
of use, the n‘h most popular document is exactly twice as
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popular as the 2nth most popular document. From Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6, we can seen that the data approximately 
follows Zipf's law. It has been noted that Zip'f law is 
just a special case of the Pareto distribution (Chen 1994).
From LSU web access data and Columbia University web 
access data, we can see that the data is represented 
reasonably well by the Pareto distribution. Cunha, et al. 
(1995) has also pointed out that web access 
characterization follows the Pareto distribution. 
Furthermore, Arlitt and Williamson (1997) make the 
following observations that serve as a basis for our 
research:
1) there is an extremely high concentration of Web 
server requests to a small set of highly popular 
documents,
2) there is a distinct difference between designing 
a Web server cache to maximize cache hit rate 
versus designing a Web server cache to minimize 
bytes transferred (i.e., data volume),
3) the document access patterns found in Web server 
access logs show little temporal locality,
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4) many Web server documents are accessed only once, 
the distribution of document sizes of Web servers 
is heavy tailed, and
5) different document types (e.g., HTML, image, 
audio, video, and postscript) have different size 
characteristics and different access frequencies.
These observations strengthen our observations 
regarding web access activity and phenomena that lead us to 
propose a model for Web-based user-access patterns.
Distribuion of Axesses to LSU Libray WWWDocimetts 
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of Access to 
LSU Web Documents by Size
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Distribution of Accesses to "Cohin±>ia" WWW Documents 
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of Access to 
Columbia University Web Documents by Size
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of LSU Web Documents by Size
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Distribution of "Columbia" WWW Documents 
by Size (Apr 12-Jun 21 1996)
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Figure 3.4 Distribution of Columbia University Web
Documents by Size
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Distribution of Accesses to ''Columbia" WWW Documents 






Figure 3.6 Distribution of Accesses to Columbia University
Web Documents by Ranking
Simon and Ven Wormer(1963) and Ijiri and Simon (1977) 
made a significant contribution to word usage modeling and 
a firm's size growth. We believe that there are 
similarities between word usage in text and web access on 
the Internet. Thus the aim of our research will justify 
and apply Simon's model to model web accesses. The 
following sections will introduce information processing 
background work, Simon's model, and the justification of 
Simon's model by using empirical web access data.
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3.3 Information Processing Models Review
Determining user access patterns for Web sites is an 
area of active research since it can lead to improved cache 
performance and user response time. Empirical studies of 
web site user activity have reported in the literature that 
two power-law distributions, Zipf's law of word frequency 
and Pareto distribution stand out as the leading empirical 
distributions for Web site activity. Three immediate
questions arise:
a) Under what conditions, do the empirical laws hold 
true?
b) Are the empirical phenomena static or dynamic? That 
is, if the laws are correct at the time of analysis, 
will they be true over time? The empirical
distributions tell nothing about either the past or 
the future.
c) Is there any relationship between the two 
distributions? Can they be generated from the same 
mechanism with different parameters?
In their comprehensive review on information 
productivity modeling Chen and Chong (1998) examine the 
three above mentioned questions with respect to the two
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distributions, Zipf and Pareto, and other related empirical 
laws in information processing.
3.3.1 The Descriptive Models
A descriptive model uses equation formulation to 
describe empirical information data. Several descriptive 
models are well known among information scientists (Chen 
and Chong,1 9 9 7 ) .
Pareto Law
The Pareto law (Pareto, 1 9 7 1 )states that approximately 
80% of wealth was concentrated in about 20% of a 
population. This 8 0 / 2 0  phenomenon has been reported in many 
kinds of human activities. For example, in order to obtain 
major benefits of global data planning without having to 
invest in a full-scale strategic data planning process, 
Goodhue et al. ( 1 9 8 8 )  proposed an ( 8 0 / 2 0 "  planning method
that 8 0% of the benefits can be achieved with 20% of the 
total work.
The Pareto law has a hyperbola shape (Cunha, et al. 
1 9 9 5 ) . Its probability mass function is 
p(x) = a k ax ~a~1 
and its cumulative distribution function is 
p [ X  <, x] = 1 -  (k / x)a ,a,k >  0,x 2: k.
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a and k are called shape parameter and location
factor, respectively.
If a  ̂ 2, then the distribution has infinite
variance, and if a < 1, then the distribution has
infinite mean.
The heavy-tailed Pareto distribution (a large portion 
of the probability mass is present in the tail of the 
distribution) is defined as below if:
P[X>x]acx'a, as x oo, a > 0.
Lotka's Law
A high degree of skewness also exists in the 
distribution of scientific productivity. In the academic
world, a frequently cited paper is more likely to be cited 
again, and a prolific author is more likely to publish 
again than the ones that have published little.
In his 1926 paper Lotka examined patterns of 
scientific productivity among chemists and physicists. He 
discovered that if he classified this population according 
to their publication productivity, then the number of
chemists published n papers was approximately an~b , for 
some positive constant a , that is
f{h) = an~b, b >0, n=1,2,3
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On the basis of his observation, Lotka concludes that
1the number of persons making n papers is about —  of thosen
making one. The proportion of all contributors (authors) 
that make a single contribution (paper) is about 60 
percent.
Lotka's law has been reported in many discipline of 
research. For example, In the accounting literature the 
skewness phenomena of publications are observed (Chung, et 
al., 1992) . Lotka's law was applied to managing technical 
innovations by Coile (1988) . He concluded that sin 
environment that espouses those rare innovators and 
encourages somewhat "undisciplined creativity" would be the 
most beneficial to the company's technical development in 
the long run.
Bradford's Law
While only a handful of researchers are able to 
publish large quantity of papers, a large number of 
articles of the same topic seem to be found in the 
concentrated few journals. According to Bradford (1934), if 
a comprehensive literature search is conducted on some 
subject covering a specified period of time, often it will 
be found that the literature is scattered in a regular
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pattern over a large number of sources. He discovered that 
when these sources are arranged in descending order of 
productivity, with the journal yielding most articles at 
the top of the list and the journals yielding the fewest at 
the bottom, the sources can be divided into (1) a so-called 
"nucleus" with contain periodicals more particularly 
devoted to the subject, and (2) several groups or zones 
containing the same number of articles as the nucleus.
Bradford's law plays a significant role in effective 
management of modem library resource management (White, et 
al., 1989) . This is due to decreasing budgets and rapid 
growth of periodicals, library managers are desperately 
looking for effective ways to mange their libraries.
Zip's Law
Zip's law stated that " if one takes the words making 
up an extended body of the text and ranks them by frequency 
of occurrence, then the rank r multiplied by its frequency 
of occurrence, g ( r) , will be approximately constant." 
(Zipf, 1949) . In symbolic form,
g(r) = cr~x r = 1,2,3,...
Where c is a positive constant whose value depending 
on the type of text.
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There is a rich literature on the applications of
Zipf's law. For example, in software engineering, Shooman
(1983) applied Zipf's law to derive program complexity 
measures. Samson and Bendell (1985) applied Zipf's law to 
the secondary key indexing in information retrieval.
Booth's Law
Zipf's law focuses mainly on words of high frequency. 
In contract, Booth's law (1967) was motivated by two 
remarkable phenomena associated with rarely used words. 
Letting f (n) be the number of words appearing n times in a 
literary text, we have the following two properties: (1)
the ratio of the number of words occurring once, f(l), to 
the number of different words in the same text is
approximately a constant 0.5; and (2) the values of
f(n)/f(l), n=l,2,3,4, show an appropriate pattern of 1,
0.33, 0.17, 0.10, and 0.77.
Booth's law is widely used to model the incidence of 
low frequency words in English text. Pao (1978) used 
Booth's law to derive a transition point in automatic text 
analysis.
The literature is full of the descriptive models of 
information, but some drawbacks are associated with the 
descriptive models phenomena (Chen and Chong, 19 98). First,
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the independent variables n is assumed to run from one to 
infinity, and the successive n are assumed to be 
consecutive without any "jump" or gaps. However, typically, 
the observed values of n, beyond the first smaller values, 
will "jump" to larger values in progressively larger steps; 
that is, they contain 'gaps' and do not run consequently 
from one to infinity. Second, descriptive models usually 
use a goodness-of-fit test as a standard procedure to 
justify the plausibility of the proposed models. But this 
method has some problems for modeling the empirical 
information phenomena Considering the chi-square test which 
is perhaps the most commonly used statistical method 
available for good-of-fit tests. The crucial assumption 
underlying the chi-square test procedure is that the sample 
is random, i.e., the observations are independently and 
identically distributed. In practice, however, the 
observations may have substantial dependence as information 
data are collected as a time series.
3.3.2 The Constructive Models
Instead of the descriptive approach, the constructive 
approach in modeling information processing is more 
promising (Chen and Chong, 1998) . A constructive model 
tries to explain the empirical phenomena through some form
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of generating mechanism. The three leading constructive 
models of information processing: the multinomial urn,
Markov chain, and Simon-Yule model, are briefly discussed 
below (Chen and Chong, 1998) .
The Multinomial Urn Model
In this model, the number of an author's available 
vocabulary is assumed fixed, then each word is assumed to 
have a fixed probability of being used each time the author 
writes a word, so that the probability of writing a 
sequence of words is the product of probability of each 
word in the sequence. One of the weak points in this model 
is the assumption of independence. Since the chance of the 
text word strongly depends on the previous several words, a 
dynamic probability model was proposed, called Markov 
chain.
The Markov Chain Model
Markov (1913) showed that when reduced to a sequence 
of vowels and consonants, some verses by Pushkin could be 
accurately represented as a first-order Markov chain. A k- 
th order Markov chain is characterized by an initial 
probabilities and by a set of transition probabilities. A 
succession of such models with increasing k can be regarded 
as a succession of approximations to strings of text. The
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first model is a stochastic process in which the words are 
selected according to a first a first-order Markov chain. 
This simple limitation makes it inadequate as a model of 
text generation since sentences exhibit constraints 
operating over much greater time spans. The second and 
succeeding models are stochastic processes in which the 
words are selected according to second and higher order 
Markov chains.
Some researchers share the idea of a Markov chain 
(Shannon, 1951) . Nevertheless, there are critics against 
the use of a Markov chain as a model of text generation due 
to many finite order of Markov chain (Miller and Chomsky, 
1963) .
The Simon-Yule Model
The Simon-Yule model began as a generalization of the 
Markov chain model in 1955 (Simon, 1955) . According to 
Simon the stochastic process by which words (i.e., word 
usage) are chosen is a two-fold stochastic process that 
includes association and imitation. A person selects what 
to use according to what he has used before and what others 
are using (imitation), as well as what he has just recently 
used (association). Simon states this selection process in 
the following assumptions, where f(n,t) is the number of
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different words that have occurred exactly n times in the 
first t words.
1) There is a constant probability, a, that the (t+1)- 
st word be a new word - that is, a word that has 
not occurred in the first t words.
2) The probability that the (t+1)-st word is a word 
that has appeared n times is proportional to 
n*f(n,t); that is, to the total number of 
occurrences of all the words that have appeared 
exactly n times.
Based on the two assumptions, Simon derived
f (n) = pB (n, p+1)
Simon calls the last equation a Yule distribution because 
Yule's paper (Yule, 1924), which predated the modern theory 
of stochastic processes, derived the same equation in a 
study of biological problems. Simon's model is frequently 
cited as the Simon-Yule model. Simon's model has three 
versions suitable for three different situations. Based 
the model, Simon proposed an algorithm which is used to 
regenerate text usage using Monte Carlo simulation 
computation program. These versions and the algorithm are 
introduced immediately below.
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3.4 The Three Versions of Simon's Model
3.4.1 Version I: Constant Entry o£ "New" Documents
The version I model assumed a constant entry rate of 
new words. The first assumption in the model differentiates 
two classes of selections: documents that have not been
accessed before ("new" documents) and those that have 
already been accessed ("used" documents) . The parameter a, 
therefore, determines whether a document needs to be moved 
from the class of "no access" to the class of "accessed 
once." If the selection is deemed to be a "used" one, we 
determine its selection through the second assumption. 
This second assumption essentially places proportionally 
higher probabilities of access to more frequently accessed 
documents. Thus, a document that has been accessed more 
frequently is more likely to be accessed again.
3.4.2 Version II: Decreasing Entry of "New" Documents 
Simon and Van Wormer (1963) began by assuming that the
parameter a in assumption I is a constant, independent of 
the number of accesses, k, that has taken place. They 
noted that the Version I model is only a simple 
generalization that approximately summarizes the striking 
features of the observed data. Therefore, this version I 
model of the first approximation was further refined into
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Version II by modifying a to be a decreasing function a(k) . 
Notice that the parameter a and the functional form of a(k) 
in version I and II models are determined by the 
environment in which the selection process takes place; 
some environments espouse new selections while others may 
discourage them.
3.4.3 Version III: A Model with Autocorrelation
In Simon's version I and II models, the probabilities 
of accessing "used" documents are assumed to be 
proportional to their previous number of accesses 
However, the documents not used frequently or recently have 
a tendency of being "forgotten." From analyzing firm 
sizes which have the same skew distribution as the
information accessing, Simon refined his first two versions 
of models to better reflect the reality (Ijiri and Simon 
1977) . Version III model was refined to take into
consideration the recency of accesses when assigning the
probability of access for a "used" document.
In terms of information accessing, the identity of
each document is maintained from one time period to the 
next. The selection of the next document is governed by a 
stochastic process, which depends on not only how much the 
document has been used before, but also upon when these
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accesses happened. For simplicity in his computations, 
Simon assumed that only one document is accessed at each 
time period defined. The probability that a document will 
be accessed next is assumed to be proportional to a 
weighted sum of its access history, where the weight of a 
usage decreases geometrically, at a rate y, with the lapse 
of time since its last access. It may be also called a time 
discount factor.
Simon formalized their second assumption notions as 
follows: Let yj{k) be the indicator of the access of the
j-th document during the k-th time interval, where yj(k) is 
either one or zero ( 1 = the document is accessed, and 0 
= it is not accessed). Then the total number of accesses 
of the jch document at the end of the k-th time interval is
k
simply The probability of accessing the j-th
T=1
document at the (k+l)ch access can be formalized as: 
p[yj(k + 1) = l] = -^2>,(t)y
k  t = l
where Wk is the sum of weighted usage of all documents, 
which is a function of time k and is same for all 
documents; g is the parameter that determines how rapidly 
the influence of past accesses on a new selection dies out.
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Simon's simulation results closely resembles the 
historical data sampled, hinting that his model provides 
considerable insight in how these empirical data are 
generated in their considerably diverse environments.
3.4.4 The Illustration of Simon's Model Version III
Suppose there are 5 documents accessed 10 times in a 
short time interval (t = 10 and j = 5) .
T i - 1 " 3" 4‘ 3----- "6 7 § $ tiT'
J A B A C D B B E C A
Suppose that a = 0.2, y =0.99
1.93148 0.162
The following computation is to illustrate how to
fell/ 10
compute frequency ( 2^(x) ), weighted usage ( ^ y j(T)Ym't) ,X =1 ,=|
and the accessing probability ( Py(l l) = (l - a )Wj / Ws ) of each 
document after 10 accesses. Let's take document A as an 
example.
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*=10
y.yi<CT) = l+0+l+0+0+0+0+0+0+l = 3
t=i
10
wa = 1*(099)(10_I) +O+1*(0l99)(1O-3) +0+0+0+0+0+0++1*(Q 99)(I(MO)
t=1 =284558
Suppose that we have obtained the values of
Wa. Wb. Wc. Wd. We , we can add up them to obtain total weighted 
usage of all the documents.
5
w k = Z  w i = (2.84558 + 285364 +153148 + 055099 + 098010) = 9.56179
y=i
The final step is to compute the accessing probability
( Pj{\l) = (l - a )Wj / Ws ) of each document after 10 accesses.
For example, the accessing probability of document A at 
the 11th access is computed as follows:
PA{ 11) = (1 -a)WA /W5 =(1-0.2)*2.84558/9.56179 = 0238
Therefore, the expected probability of each document 
at the llch access for selection is:
New
Document
A B C D E
0.20 0.238 0.239 0.162 0.080 0.082
3.5 The Algorithm of Simon's Model
In their articles on text generation and firm size
growth Simon and Van Wormer (1963) and Ijiri and Simon 
(1977) argue that the use of computational experimentation
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is necessary to study text generation and firm size growth. 
Computational experimentation allows them to go beyond the 
analytical methods used to study text generation and firm 
size growth. The simulation algorithm proposed by Simon and 
Van Wormer can be programmed on a computer to simulate 
empirical web access data.
Using the notation defined in the Simon's model, we 
can describe the two steps of the simulation algorithm of 
the model (version III) as follows (Note some minor 
modification for this model):
Stepl: For the k-th document selection (l</c<N),
we generate a random number a from the uniform 
distribution with range 0 to 1. If a<a (the probability 
of document entry) , then we declare that this is an access 
to a "new" document (never accessed before); otherwise we 
consider this access to an "old" document (accessed before) 
and go to Step2.
Step 2: A random number, b, is drawn from the
uniform distribution with the range 1 <b < W k (total 
weighted usage) . Starting with n = 1, the cumulant of 
k
is computed and compared to b until a j is found
T=l
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j  k
that y(T)y — b. We then set y7(fc) = l; that is, the k-
/»=! T=I
th access is accessed to the j - thdocument.
In this algorithm the two parameters a  and y have 
opposite effects on the Pareto curve. Basically, small a  
induces a higher concentration of web accesses while small 
y (higher "forgetfulness") induces a lower concentration. 
In our simulation study the parameter a  estimated from 
Virginia Tech proxy cache access data is usually large 
(approximately in the range of 0.1 to 0.6), since the 
clients access documents world-wide (a is approximately 
equal to the ratio of total documents to total accesses in
a period of time), or remote clients in the world accessed
the documents located on the different web servers at VT. 
If a  is large, it means that clients are likely to access 
the documents that are never accessed before. However, in a 
group of clients, perhaps there are some clients who are 
likely to concentrate their accesses to their preferred
documents rather than some new documents. In our simulation 
we found that even a large y (y =1) still can not represent 
this concentration attributed to the small group of 
clients. In order to solve this problem we modify the
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algorithm a bit. We use a coefficient (1-0.25a) to reduce 
the uniform distribution range 1 <b<Wk (step 2). The range 
becomes: l<b <Wk(l — 025a) . The reduction of the uniform
distribution range results in a concentration of accesses. 
This eliminates the problem that y does not have sufficient 
power to represent the concentration of accesses when a is 
large.
3.6 Estimating Simon* s Model Parameters
In order to use a user-access model during a simulated 
experiment, there must be an algorithm to simulate the 
generation of user accesses for Web documents. We use an
algorithm developed by Simon (Simon and Van Wormer, 1963).
This algorithm requires two parameters, a and y. We 
describe how these parameters are estimated and then we 
graphically evaluate how good this estimation is.
Simon's Model Parameters (a. y )
Ijiri and Simon (1977) explain the technique for 
estimating a (i.e., the probability of a new document 
entry) in their research. Thus the value of a is 
approximately equal to R/T, where R is the total number of
different documents accessed and T is the total number of
documents. The ability to approximate the value of a from
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R/T is intuitive. It is known that a is the probability of 
the entry of a new document. Therefore, the total number of 
document accesses should be the product of T and a.
Tong (1994) used the slope of the Pareto curve to 
estimate y, but the estimated results were not very good. 
We use a response surface approach to estimate this 
parameter as illustrated in Figure 3.7. To improve y 
estimating we generate Pareto curves for different 
combinations of a and y. By utilizing the Index Approach 
as discussed Chen et al. (1994) and summarized in Appendix 
A, we are able to calculate each curve's area. We populate 
a discrete table consisting of values of Area for 
combinations of a and y. From this table of values we 
develop a regression response surface for the curve's area. 
The details surrounding this analysis is contained in 
Appendix B. Given some a, we assume that there is a one- 
to-one relationship between y and Area. We have found this 
relationship to be sufficient for approximations. We use 
this equation to estimate the y web access data given the a 
calculated from the raw data and the Area calculated from 
the raw data using the Index approach (described in 
Appendix A) . The estimated y of the LSU Web data and the
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actual web  
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Note: 1) Index Approach (Chen and Leimkuhler, 1986):
It is a m ethod to take the scattering  pattern  of observerd values into account, and  
calculate the Pareto curve area.
2 ) Simon's Simulation:
A  algorithm proposed by S im on and Yule (1963) to simulate a stochastical process in 
text generation.
Figure 3.7 The Diagram of Estimating Simon's Model
Parameters
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Columbia Web data are 0.99 and 0.96, respectively. Then we 
use the estimated a and y as Simon's model inputs to 
generate simulated web data. The simulated curve is then 
compared to the actual curve and a graphical comparison is 
made.
Intuitively, user access patterns in a proxy cache 
server will change over time. Therefore, a and y are 
esimated using the above method for the local clients 
access data at Virgina Tech, which is shown on Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
The estimated a and y at VT Local Clients Backbone Accesses
Time Period a r
Sept. 17-23, 1995 0 .501 0.998
Sept. 24-30, 1995 0.526 0.992
Oct. 1-7, 1995 0 .515 1.000
Oct. 8-14, 1995 0 .528 0.999
Oct. 15-21, 1995 0 .541 1.000
The Impact of Parameters a and y on the Pareto Shape
Figure 3.8 shows the significant role that the new 
document entry rate a plays on shaping the Pareto curve. 
Specifically, the smaller the a, the more the graph curves 
to the northwest direction; and the larger the a, the more 
the graph curves to the y = x line. This is logical,
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because with a lower probability of new document entry 
there are more requests for existing documents and a 
significant few documents account for most of the requests. 
On the other hand, with a higher a, the document request 
are often to new documents and the total requests are then 
spread over more documents and the curve tends not to 
resemble the Pareto principle.
From Figure 3.9 we observe that a higher y means a 
slower rate of decay, i.e., a document's usage probability 
is less affected by it not being used. Thus, when y = 1.0, 
there is no decay taking place at all and document requests 
for that document never go away (the result is the same as 
considering a only. On the other hand, a small y implies 
that documents that have not been used recently are likely 
to be neglected for a long time regardless of how active 
they had previously been. A related interpretation is that 
previously inactive documents do have a chance to become 
dominant in the future selection process even if this 
dominance is temporary. The curves in Figure 4 indicate 
that under most circumstances, this interpretation is 
plausible. However, when y varies from 0.01 to 0.5 and a is 
held at 0.18, the curve shape is almost identical. This
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The Impact o f a  on Pareto Curve (y =1, T=10000) 










Figure 3.8 The Impact of a on Pareto Curve
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Figure 3.9 The Impact of y on the Pareto Curve
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means that document requests are not sensitive to y in the 
range of 0.01 to 0.5, when a is 0.18.
3.7 Simulation Results
In order to validate Simon's model as a web user
access model we use the simulated data to compare with the
empirical access data of Virginia Tech proxy cache (Local
Clients Backbone Accesses), Virginia Tech proxy cache
(Remote Clients Backbone Accesses), the LSU library web
server, and the Columbia data. These four sets of empirical
access data represent four different users access patterns.
VT proxy cache access simulation 
(Local Clients Backbone Accesses):
We simulate two sets of empirical data of VT local 
clients backbone accesses, representing 15,894 accesses to 
8187 documents from Oct.l to Oct. 7, 1995 and 15,251
accesses to 8240 documents from Oct. 15 to Oct. 21, 1995.
This access data represents a group of client accesses to 
web pages throughout the world. Simon's model parameter 
estimates from the two sets of empirical data are: a=
0.5151, Y =1 (Oct. 1-7, 1995), and a= 0.54, y =1 (Oct.15-
21, 1995).
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Given these estimations for a and y as the input to 
Simon's model simulation program, we run the program and 
generate the simulated access data. The simulated data and 
the corresponding empirical data are plotted in the Figure 
3.10 (a and b) . These two figures indicate that two sets 
of simulated data are well matched to the corresponding 
empirical data except for the middle part of the curves. 
The mismatch may be associated with the accuracy degree of 
parameter y estimating (Ijiri and Simon 1977) .
Virgina Tech (Local Clients Backbone Accesses During 
Oct1-7,1995)
( a »Q.5151,T=l accesses=15894)
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Figure 3.10 VT Local Clients Backbone Accesses Simulation
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Virgina Tech (Local Clients Backbone Accesses During 
Oct15-21,1995)
( a^).54,7 - i '  accesses =15251)
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VT proxy cache access simulation 
(Remote Clients Backbone Accesses):
We simulate two sets of empirical data of VT Remote
Clients Backbone accesses representing 36,522 accesses to
4174 documents from October 1-7, 1995, and 46,603 accesses
to 4719 documents from October 15-21, 1995. These data are 
representative of several remote client accesses 
(throughout the world) to documents on several web servers 
within a large organization. The estimated Simon's model 
parameters from the two sets of empirical data are as
follows: a = 0.1163, y = 0.92 (October 1-7, 1995) and a=
0.1013, y =0.93 (October 15-21, 1995) . The simulated data
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Virgina Tech (Remote Clients Backbone Accesses During 
Oct.1-7,1995)
( a »0.1163, T = 0.92, accesses =36522)
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Virgina Tech (Remote Clients Backbone Accesses During 
Oct.15-21,1995)
( a *0.1013,7_ 0.93, accesses=46603)
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Figure 3.11 VT Remote Clients Backbone Accesses
Simulation
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and the actual data are plotted in the Figure 3.11. These 
two figures indicate an excellent match with the exception 
of the middle part in the curves.
LSU library web access simulation
The LSU library user log contains 329,385 accesses to 
a web server that held 2,457 documents during July 1996. 
This data is representative of some remote client accesses 
(throughout the world) to documents on a single web server 
within a small organization. The parameter estimates for 
a and y are: a = 0.0074594 and y =0.99. From Figure 3.12
we see that the simulated data and empirical data fit well 
except the middle part of the curve.
Columbia University web access simulation:
Columbia University's web access data shows that total 
number of accesses is 156926 and total documents are 508. 
The parameters a and y are estimated as 0.003244 and 0.96. 
Figure 3.13 suggests the same conclusions as above. Note 
that the LSU date are more concentrated (y =0.99) than the 
Columbia data (y =0.96) . The entry rate of new documents 
at LSU is slightly higher than that of Columbia.
In our simulated curves (Figures 3.10-13) the middle 
part of the curve is consistently mismatched. We indicate
108
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LSU Library Wab Sarvar Accaaa (July 1996) 
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that this may be related to the accuracy of estimated y 
(Ijiri and Simon 1977) . In addition, we believe that a and 
y would be a function of web access t, rather than a 
constant. However, the functional form is difficult to 
estimate, we have to use a constant to make an 
approximation. This approximation may also be attribute to 
the mismatch in the curves.
In this section, our objective is to justify the 
application of Simon's stochastic model to the Web access 
process. Below we present our primary findings.
1) Simon's approach provides a good benchmark for 
justifying a complex stochastic model. Its main 
advantage is that it has only two parameters which 
are easy to estimate.
2) Simon's model reflects user access behaviors of 
frequency and recency, and the characterization of 
web document entry.
3) Web access data follows a Pareto distribution. The 
analysis of log data is consistent with past 
studies.
4) Based on two assumptions of web accesses 'new 
entry' and 'Autocorrelation' , we show that the
110
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generated data using Simon's model simulation still 
has the characterization of the Pareto 
distribution.
5) In the middle of simulated Pareto curves, there is 
a mismatch, which probably stems from an inaccurate 
estimation of y and ignorance of document size's 
influence on web accesses.
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CHAPTER 4 THE SIMULATION MODEL OF WEB CACHE POLICIES
In this chapter, we first discuss trace-driven 
simulation and model-driven simulation. Then we describe 
the cache simulation model algorithm, document transfer 
modeling as well as model verification and validation. 
Finally we present a dynamic removal policy: LWU removal
policy, which is based on Simon's model.
4.1 Model-driven Versus Trace-driven Simulation
Trace-driven simulation of CPU cache policies has been 
popular for decades, this is because the analytical study 
of stochastic processes with serial correlation has proven 
to be too complex to solve. In the last thirty years over 
fifty different trace-driven simulation tools for the 
evaluation of CPU cache policies have been developed 
(Uhlig, 1995).
The recent growth in Web use has resulted in traffic 
congestion, slow user response and Web server overload. 
Many researchers have pointed out that proxy web caches are 
perhaps the best method for dealing with this problem 
(Markatos, 1996; Abrams et al. 1995; Williams et al. 1996; 
Cunha et al. 1995). Since trace-driven simulation for
evaluating CPU cache policies has been successful, some
112
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researchers (Abrams et al.f 1995; Wessels, 1995; Arlitt et 
al., 1997; Williams et al. 1996; Glassman, 1995) have
applied this method to evaluate web cache policies. 
Although some progress has been made, controversy exists 
over the interpretation of Web cache removal policy 
studies. This controversy stems, in part, from the trace- 
driven simulation method and it is likely that this 
controversy will continue. In the following section, we 
introduce the basic procedure and algorithm for trace- 
driven simulation.
Uhlig (1995) presented the basic algorithm of trace- 
driven simulation in his survey of trace-driven simulation 
techniques. A trace-driven simulation procedure includes 
three major activities.* trace collection, trace reduction 
and trace processing (Figure 4.1).
The first step in trace-driven simulation is trace 
collection. Trace collection is the process of collecting 
user access logs of some workload of interest. Trace 
quality is one of the key factors affecting the simulation 
results. According to the study of Uhlig (1995), an ideal 
trace should be complete, detailed, and free of any 
distortions. A complete trace should include all the user 
access logs of interested workloads that represent certain
113
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Trace Collection
(Completeness, Undistoration, Detail)
unix12 12345 "http://www.lsu.edu/2345 0.34567 
isds 563645 "http://www.bus.lsu.edu/isds 3424 0.23467 
mkt 6645890 "http://www.bus.lsu.edu/mkt 4424 0.89894 
lib 7645890 "http://www.lsu.edu/1ib 9424 0.845694 
mgt 890234 "http://www bus.lsu.edu/mgt 4524 0.645694
Trace Reduction
(Reduction of Unneeded and Redundant Data)
isds 563645 "http://www.bus.lsu.edu/isds 3424 0.23467 
mkt 6645890 "http://www.bus.lsu.edu/mkt 4424 0.89894 
mgt 890234 "http://www.bus.lsu.edu/mgt 4524 0.645694
Trace Processing
(Algorithm and Different Cache Polices)
Metrics:
Hit Rate 
Weighted Hit Rate 
Response Time
Figure 4.1
The Procedure of Trace-driven Simulation
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types of user access patterns. We know that time and effort 
is limited for any researcher, but we have to understand 
that incomplete data collection would seriously reduce 
simulation quality. The undistorted trace means that 
collected trace should be free of noise information (i.e., 
unneeded information). An detailed trace should include as 
much information needed by a trace-simulation, which is 
different for different researchers. The required 
information depends on the requirements of different trace- 
driven simulation. Here is an example to illustrate the 
required information in a trace, given in the paper of 
Cunha, et al., 1995.
cs20 785526142 920156 "http://cs-www.bu.edu/lib/pics/bu-
loao.aif" 1804 0.484092
This is an user access record. It contains machine name 
request was made (seconds and microseconds since(cs20), 
time stamp (785526142 920156) when the January 1, 1970),
the URL (http://cs-www.bu.edu/lib/pics/bu-logo.gif), 
document size (1804) (including the overhead of the 
protocol) and object retrieval time (0.484092) in seconds 
(reflecting only actual communication time, and not 
including the intermediate processing performed by Mosaic 
in a multi-connection transfer).
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A large trace consumes both storage and CPU time. 
Therefore most trace-driven simulation tools include a 
trace reduction module to remove unneeded or redundant data 
from collected trace data. A good trace reduction algorithm 
of trace reduction should be fast and accurate to remove 
unneeded or redundant data, without affecting the accuracy 
of the simulation.
The final step in a trace-driven simulation is trace 
processing. Its input is the collected trace data after 
reduction; the output is cache hits or misses. The 
algorithm essentially consists of four steps ( Figure 4.2):
1) Obtaining a document number from a trace (i.e., 
document I.D .);
2) Searching for this document number in a simulated 
cache;
3) If this document number is found in the cache, hit 
number is increased;
4) If this document number is not found in the cache, 
missing number is increased; and a predefined 
removal policy to remove a document number is 
invoked;
5) If at the end of the trace, stop. Otherwise, Go to 
stepl.
116
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Trace-driven Sim ulation A lgorithm
while (document number = next document number (trace)) { 







Figure 4.2 Trace-driven Simulation Algorithm
From the algorithm and procedure of trace-driven 
simulation, we can see some inherent shortcomings of trace- 
driven simulation.
1) The input is the trace data of some workload of 
interest. Once the workload is selected, the user 
access pattern is determined. This makes it 
difficult to study dynamic user access patterns.
2) Though trace processing is a simple process, the 
search operation must be performed for every
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document in the cache. Each search in a cache 
holding a large number of documents consumes 
significant time (Uhlig, 1995) .
3) Trace collection and trace-reduction are also time- 
consuming activities (Williams, et al. 1996).
To overcome the problems of trace-driven simulation, 
we propose a different method for evaluating web cache 
policies called model-driven simulation. This method is 
based on Simon's information processing model (Simon and 
Ven Wormer 1993, Simon 1977) which was successfully applied 
on word usage modeling and on firm's size growth. The 
appropriateness of its application on web cache usage has 
been justified by the comparison of simulated web data and 
actual web data presented earlier in this paper.
A trace-driven simulation essentially uses an actual 
trace to represent the characteristics of the user 
population whereas a model-driven simulation assumes a 
model of the user access pattern that represents a dynamic 
user access population. In a model-driven simulation 
different user access patterns are represented simply by 
changing the model's parameters while a user access pattern 
in a trace-driven simulation is inherently determined once 
the traces are selected. It is difficult for researchers
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to collect and analyze a wide range of traces in order to 
incorporate various user access patterns, since trace 
collection usually takes several weeks, sometimes several 
months. In model-driven simulation user access data are 
generated from the model, it omits the time-consuming work 
of trace-collection and trace reduction. Thus model-driven 
simulation appears to be a great advantage in reducing 
simulation time, and it allows the researcher to study a 
broad range of user-access patterns. But the processing 
algorithm of both methods is the same. It includes 
obtaining a document number from a trace (note that the 
document number in model-driven simulation is obtained from 
a random number generator), searching for this document 
number in the simulated cache, and then invoking a removal 
policy in the event of a cache miss.
Finally, it is worth mentioning another difference 
between model-driven simulation and trace-driven 
simulation. Unlike trace-driven simulation that has the 
three phases of trace collection, trace reduction and trace 
processing, model-driven simulation only has a phase of 
"trace" processing. This is a great advantage of mode- 
driven simulation over trace-driven simulation in terms of 
time consumption.
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4.2 Web Cache Simulation Model
4.2.1 Algorithm
The simulation model of web cache policies includes 
two steps: generate a user request and process the request
(Figure 4.3) . The simulation model is written in the SIMAN 
simulation language (Pegden et al., 1995) assuming a 
process orientation. The first step in the model algorithm 
is to initialize input variables such as cache size,
average document size, and the shape parameters (a and y) . 
The basic algorithm of our simulation experiments is 
summarized as:
1) Initialize some parameters such as cache size, 
average document size, removal policy, run length, 
etc, . Then compute total usage of all documents, 
and weighted usage of each document as described 
earlier.
2) Determine if the access is to a new document or to 
a document previously accessed. A random number N1 
(0-1) is generated and used to classify the access 
type. If N1 is less than or equal to a, this access 
is to a new document. Otherwise, it is to an old 
document.
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initialize simulation 
| (cache size. ave. doc. 
[size, removal policy, 
‘etc.)
requests waiting for 
cache processing




No iassign document attributes (number, 
size, etc.) and compute j 





i generate user request 
- j  (random number 
generator N1)
generate a random 




documen to be 
accessed
[(Simon's model and 
[algorithm)!
compute the document!
| retrieving time, and \ 
bring the document 
into cache if its access F 
times are more than 
one
I update statistics 
-►j (frequency, recency 
■♦land reponse time)
Yes
index the documents in 




i  documents to remove 
> (based on comfort 
level)
remove some 
[documents until just 
below comfort level
it the time 
remove 
documents?
s  the simulaiton 
over?
Yes
write the output into 
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Figure 4.3 The Entity-Flow Diagram of Web Cache 
Simulation Model
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a) If the access is to a new document, the new
document will be assigned a number and size.
Then the frequency and recency of this 
document is assigned 1 and 0 (most recently 
accessed), respectively. The statistics of hit 
rate, weighted hit rate and response time will 
be updated.
b) If the access is to an old document then the
following occurs. At first, a random number N2
is generated between 0 and total usage of all 
documents. The number N2 is used to determine 
which old document is accessed. The 
determination method is as follows: the
weighted usage of each document is added up 
until a document number at which the added 
weighted usage is just greater than N2, then 
this document is considered as being accessed. 
Then the statistics of hit rate, weighted hit 
rate and response time will be updated.
3) If the cache is full or the cache needs document 
removal, a cache removal policy will be invoked. At 
first, all the documents in cache will be indexed 
on the basis of the removal policy. Then the
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documents to be removed out have been determined in 
terms of cache space requirements. Finally, a 
removal policy is invoked and the documents are 
removed out.
4) Return to the beginning of the loop.
4.2.2 Document Transfer Time Modeling
Figure 4.4 simply illustrates the document transfer 
mode. A document request from a user is sent to a proxy 
cache. When a request is received by the cache, it searches 
for the requested document. A cache hit occurs if a copy of 
the requested document is found in the cache. If not, the 
document will be retrieved from a remote web server. As the 
illustrated in Figure 4.4, user response time is equal to 
the sum of connection time, transfer time and return time.
User Response Time = Connection Time + Transfer time +
Return time
However, since proxy cache is typically located close 
to users, the return time between users and proxy cache 
server can be negligible. That is, user response time is 
approximately equal to the sum of connection time and 
transfer time.
User Response time = Connection Time + Transfer time
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Figure 4.4 Document Transfer Time Mode
In our simulation model, user requests, connection 
time and transfer time are approximated on the basis of 
some assumptions, which will be discussed in the following: 
User Requests
For simplicity, user requests in our experiments are 
generated from an exponential distribution function. The 
approximation is supported by some researches. Frost and 
Melamed (1994) showed that Internet connection arrivals 
(or user accesses) are Poisson processes (i.e., exponential 
distribution). Paxson and Floyd (1995) also mentioned that 
when network arrivals are often modeled as Poisson 
processes for analytic simplicity, even though some studies 
have shown that network arrivals are not precisely 
exponentially distributed.
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Connection Time
The connection time between users and the proxy cache 
is usually very short because of locality. Sometimes, the 
connection time may be relatively long due to many user 
requests waiting for cache processing. In our simulation 
model, we approximate the connection time using the 
queuing time which is the waiting time from the moment of a 
request generating until the request just seizing cache. 
Document Transfer Time
Cunha et al.(1995) developed a rough model to estimate 
document transfer time, which is the function of document 
size. Here is the model:
Document Transfer Time = A + B * Document Size 
Where A and B are constant. The assumption behind this 
model is that a document has zero return time once it is 
cached. To determine constant A and B, we sampled some data 
from the graph given in the paper of Cunha, et al., and 
made regression analysis for the sample data. The 
regression equations are:
if document size >= 50 K bytes:
document transfer time (second) = 0.1*document size 
(K bytes)
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if document size < 50 K bytes:
document transfer time (second) = 0.04*document
size (K bytes) + 3.2678
Document Size
Since document transfer time depends on document size 
according to the model developed by Cunha et al.(1995), we 
will explain how we model document sizes in our simulation.
In our simulation, document sizes are generated from a 
discrete exponential function, rather than actual document 
sizes. This approximation for document size is based on the 
study of Cunha et al.(1995). The study shows that Pareto 
distribution has been found to be a good representation for 
distribution of document size (i.e., the number of 
documents versus their size). For simplicity, we use an 
exponential distribution function rather than Pareto 
distribution function to generate document sizes, since 
these two kinds of distributions have similarity (both are 
skew distribution). The average document size (mean) of 
the exponential distribution is used two levels: 15 Kbytes 
and 10 Kbytes. These two levels of average document sizes 
are based on the statistics from the National Laboratory 
for Applied Network Research (NLANR) (Appendix D) . The
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graph in Appendix D indicates that document sizes in the 
Internet are getting smaller, which were about 15 Kbytes, 
averagely, three years ago, and becomes around 10 Kbytes 
now. This information provides us a basis for document 
sizes generation in our simulation experiments for cache 
policies.
4.2.3 Verification and Validation
Verification and validation are important work in 
experimental simulation. Verification is the process of 
determining that a model operates as intended. Validation 
is the process of reaching an acceptable level of 
confidence that the inferences drawn from the model are 
correct and applicable to the real-world system.
Our simulation model was verified using an initial 
simulation. In the initial simulation we simplified the 
simulation model which only included a few factors (a and 
y, cache size, homogenous document size, removal policies). 
The program written in Visual Basic was implemented on MS 
Excel. All relevant cache statistics can be shown on 
spreadsheet. The simulated results was easily checked by 
looking over different input parameters and some 
intermediate results.
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After verification on MS Excel we migrated the program 
to Arena 2.0, which is a professional and flexible 
discrete-event simulation tool. On Arena we added some 
features to the program such as heterogeneous document 
sizes, removal methods (continuous and periodic), cache 
comfort level and threshold policy. Then we verified and 
validated our program in a walkthrough testing.
The simulation warm-up period was assumed 10000 
accesses. Our initial simulation showed that the outputs 
(hit rate, weighted hit rate and response time) were stable 
after 10000 accesses.
Since the time and computer speed were limited for the 
simulation experiments, only a small number of levels were 
tested for each factors in our simulation. While these 
experiments may not uncover the full potential of these 
factors and policies, we believe these few levels are 
sufficient to identify some of the benefits and drawbacks 
of the studied cache policies.
4.3 A Dynamic Removal Policy
In our simulation experiments, one of our aims was to 
develop a dynamic removal policy which performs well in 
different conditions. For this reason, we proposed a cache 
removal policy based on Simon's information processing
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model (Chapter 3) : LWU (Least Weighted Usage) defined as
follows:
j is the document number
t is the sequence of the accesses to a cache
yj(t) is 1 or 0, if the t th access is the jth document,
.KyCOis 1; otherwise it is 0
sizej is the size of document j
This removal policy incorporates some important 
characteristics of user access patterns: frequency, recency 
and size. If user access patterns change (i.e., a and y 
change) over time, LWU policy can adapt to this change. In 
this sense, it is a dynamic removal policy. In addtion, 
different enviorments have different user access patterns, 
this removal policy incoporates the environment change of 
user access patterns. Therefore, we also refer to the LWU 
policy as a self-adaptive removal policy.
k
L W U . = ̂ y,(x)y * T (document size is smaller than 50 K bytes)
T = l
^T=l
(document size is equal or larger
than 50 K bytes)
where: N is the total access number to a cache,
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Table 4.1
Three Factors in LWU Policy That Determines 
A Document Most Likely To Be Removed
Factors Most likely to be removed if 
factor value is:
Frequency of the document 
accessed
low
Recency of user access 
pattern
low
Size of the document large
4.3.1 Document Size Consideration
To formulate the LWU removal policy, we have to take 
document size into account. Document size in the two hybrid 
removal policies (discussed in Chapter 2) : HYB and Metrics, 
was considered as an inverse relationship to the value of 
their removal policy, that is,
Removal Policy Value qc --------- ----------
Document Size
Their policies indicated that a large document will be 
assigned higher probability of being removed out than a 
small document. Further, their policies imply that small 
documents are accessed more frequently them large documents.
To confirm the relationship between document requests 
and document size, we plotted some user access data from 
Virginia Tech. (Appendix C) . However, the inverse 
relationship between document requests and document size is
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not obvious in the graphs we plotted. These graphs do not 
indicate that small documents have more requests than large 
documents. Our expectation is that users won't care about the 
size of a document when they access a document, unless a
document is so large that users have to wait for a long time
to retrieve the document. Perhaps this is why the graphs in
Appendix C do not have the inverse relationship between
document requests and document size.
A very large document would take users a long time to 
access, thus a very large document may have less requests. 
For this reason, unlike the HYB and Metrics removal policies, 
document size in our proposed removal policy is treated in 
the following rule:
If a document size is larae than 50 Kbvtes. LWU
calculation will include document size; otherwise. document
size will not be considered in LWU calculation (see the
alaorithm). Since there is no clear cut that what document
size can be "very larae". we arbitrarily choose 50 Kbytes as
a threshold.
4.3.2 An Illustrative Example
Suppose there are 5 documents accessed 10 times in a 
short time (Table 4.2)
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(t = l, 2,......,10, n = 10 and j = 1, 2, — ,5).
t l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
j A B A C D B B E C A
Table 4.2




T 10I  yfi)
T=!
10
T=1 Si J \SOBj)
A 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 .8456 2.84558
B 7 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 2.5364 2.53640
C 15 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1.9315 1.28987
D 60 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.9510 0.1585(Removed)
E 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.9801 0.98010
Suppose that a = 0.2, y = 0.99, average document
size is 10 K bytes (a represents the probability of 
accessing new documents, y is the timing factor of each 
access.
From Table 4.2, we can see that after 10 accesses to 
the cache, document D has the lowest LWU value, which 
should be removed out if the cache is full at the end of 
thel0th access. Also, we can see that the removed document
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is determined by user access patterns and document size in 
our removal policy.
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CHAPTER 5 PRELIMINARY SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we applied the simulation model to 
study the effects of user access patterns, cache removal 
policy and cache size on the cache performance. The 
simulation results show that user access patterns 
significantly affect cache performance, and the LWU removal 
policy performs rigorously well. The experiments are the 
pilot study for comprehensive simulation experiments later 
(Chapter 6).
5.1 Experimental Objective and Design
In our simulation study, we assume a proxy cache 
environment in which there are many users, a proxy cache, 
and many web servers. To simulate the performance of 
different web cache policies we have to make some 
assumptions. The major assumptions in our simulation study 
are listed as follows:
1) User requests are generated from a user access 
model. This is different from a trace-driven method 
in which user requests are obtained from traces.
2) Unlike trace-driven simulation, user access 
patterns in our modem-driven simulation are 
determined by two parameters a, y of Simon's model.
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3) For simplicity, all document sizes are assumed 
homogeneous.
4) Our simulation model ignores the issues of cache 
consistency (staleness), cache cooperation, private 
documents, and dynamic documents.
5) New documents have an initial hit rate of zero.
6) Documents are replaced when a cache miss occurs.
Abrams, et al. (1997) states that the user access
model is an important consideration when designing cache 
schemes. The model attempts to characterize how the user 
will access web documents. By knowing the user access 
patterns, better cache predictions can be made regarding 
what documents will be requested. In this simulation 
experiment, our objective is to investigate the impact of 
user access patterns and removal policy on cache 
performance. We are interested in answering the following 
questions:
1) How does frequency and recency affect the 
performance of Web caching?
2) How does the entry rate of new Web documents affect 
the performance of the Web caching?
3) What is the best Web caching removal policy among 
FIFO, LFU, LRU and LWU?
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4) How does cache size affect cache performance?
In this experimental design (Table 5.1), we assign 
three levels (0.05, 0.1, 0.2) for a. Only three entry
rates for new documents are chosen to reduce the 
computational requirements of the experimental simulation, 
y has two levels: 0.99 and 0.9999. Small y indicates that
user access patterns have preference on recency; large y 
implies that user access patterns have preference on 
frequency.
Table 5.1:
The Factors and Levels of Experiment
Factor Level
a 0 . 0 5 ,  0 . 1 ,  0 . 2
r 0 . 9 9 ,  0 . 9 9 9 9
Cache Size (number of 
documents)
1 0 ,  2 0 ,  3 0 ,  __ , 2 9 0 ,  300
Cache Removal Policies FIFO, LFU, LRU, LWU
In these experiments, we ignore the effect of document 
size on web cache performance and assume all the document 
sizes are equal. Therefore, for simplification, cache size 
can be expressed as the number of documents. Similarly, 
since the documents are assumed of equal size, Weighted Hit 
Rate (WHR) is the same as Hit Rate (HR). Thus we use HR as 
the only measurement of cache performance.
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Our experiments indicate that after 10000 user 
accesses, the hit rate is relatively stable. Thus the
warm-up period of the simulation is specified as 10000
accesses in the experiments. The simulation results of the 
web cache performance are presented in Figure 5.1. The 
results are discussed in the sequence of factors: a, y, 
cache size, caching removal policies.
5.2 Simulation Results
The simulation results of the web cache performance 
are presented in Figure 1. The results are discussed in 
the sequence of factors: a, y, cache size, caching removal 
policies.
The Results for a
These six graphs in Figure 5.1 show that in terms of 
cache hit rate, cache performance decreases when the entry 
rate of a new document (a) increases, regardless of 
whether y is 0.99 or 0.9999. Intuitively, higher entry 
rates of new documents will dilute the concentration of 
user accesses from popular documents. Low concentration of 
user accesses leads to a low cache hit rate. Smaller a not 
only has a higher hit rate, it also converges faster 
as it can be obviously seen from a, c, e in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 The Performance Comparison of Web Cache
Removal Policies 
in Different User Access Patterns
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The Results for y
To study the impact of y on cache performance, we 
compare graph a and graph b in Figure 5.1, in which y 
varies from 0.99 to 0.9999 with fixed a (0.05). Two 
significant
phenomena are observed from the graphs.
1) The performance of the LFU removal policy is 
sensitive to y. LFU performs relatively poorly 
when y is 0.99. But LFU's performance largely 
improves as y increases from 0.99 to 0.9999. In 
contrast, LRU's performance decreases slightly when 
y increases from 0.99 to 0.9999. The sensitivity 
of LFU relative to y is attributed to the fact that 
higher y implies that the frequency preference of 
user access patterns.
2) Another observation from the two graphs is that the 
performance of FIFO, LRU, LWU worsens (except for 
LFU's performance) when y increases from 0.99 to 
0.9999. From Simon's model, we know that frequency 
preference of user access patterns (large y) 
implies the low recency of user access patterns. 
Therefore, low recency (large y) causes the poor
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performance of FIFO, LFU and LWU. In light of the 
controversy regarding LFU and LRU performance in 
the previous studies, we conclude that LRU performs 
well no matter what y is. LFU has high performance 
only when y is large.
This observation is consistent with the results of 
previous studies. Pitkow and Recker (1996) and Wessel
(1995) indicate that recency is more important than 
frequency in terms of its impact on cache performance.
It is interesting to observe from all six graphs that 
if a is larger (0.1 or 0.2), the two significant 
phenomena discussed above are more obvious. This
observation indicates that a and y are interactive. Chen
(1996) discusses this interaction. The interaction seems 
to be very complex.
The Results for Cache Size
Broadly speaking, larger caches get higher hit rates. 
This common knowledge is reflected in the graphs in Figure
5.1. However, it is very important to understand that 
beyond some cache size threshold, cache performance 
improves only marginally by adding more cache space. This 
phenomenon can be clearly observed from graph a in Figure
142
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5.1. Also, the threshold varies with different removal 
policies and different a and y values. The threshold is 
more obvious as y gets smaller (see a, c, e in Figure 5.1) .
The determination of the break point can save cache 
space in spite of a slight decrease in hit rate. This is 
very important for scarce cache resources in a proxy cache. 
The Results for Cache Removal Policies
From Figure 5.1, we can observe the following 
phenomena regarding removal policies:
1) FIFO performs better than LFU when y is 0.99, but 
it performs worst among the removal policies when y 
is 0.9999.
2) LWU performs best no matter what a an y are.
3) LFU and LRU performance is closely associated with 
y, especially since LFU is more sensitive to y. This 
phenomenon is discussed above.
FIFO reportedly performs poorly as a cache policy. 
Although most research in this area ignore this policy, it 
has never provided a reasonable interpretation of why it 
would perform poorly, or a confirmation of its poor 
performance using simulation. Through our simulation, the 
poor performance of FIFO is confirmed.
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The excellent performance of LWU is expected, since it 
incorporates both frequency and recency. If user access 
patterns change (i.e., a and y change), LWU policy can 
adapt to this change.
5.3 Summary
Through the simulation of Simon's model and the 
experimental simulation of web cache policies, our 
conclusions can be summarized. Simon's model is a robust 
dynamic model of web user access patterns. It integrates 
frequency and recency into a simple mathematical model. 
Model-driven simulations of web cache policies have 
advantages over the trace-driven simulations most often 
used in research studies. Model-driven simulations allows 
a much broader range of access patterns for experimental 
purposes and allows us to link user access patterns with 
the performance of the Web cache policies.
LWU removal policies perform best due to their ability 
to adapt both frequency and recency in different 
application environments. The performance of LFU and LRU 
removal policies have been the subject of recent 
controversy. The controversy on removal policy is due in 
large part to the inconsistent results of various
144
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researchers that each assume different (trace-driven) user 
access patterns from a specific site. The comprehensive 
study of the impact of various factors and policies (i.e., 
user access patterns, cache size, document size, cache 
removal policy, removal method, comfort level and threshold 
policy) on cache performance is highly required.
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CHAPTER 6 COMPREHENSIVE SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of this chapter is to show how some cache 
factors and policies affect cache performance and how these 
factors and policies interact. For this reason, we conduct 
six simulation experiments: (1) screen experiments; (2) the
performance measures relationship; (3) removal policies 
comparison; (4) removal methods comparison; (5) cache
comfort level study; and (5) threshold policy study.
In this chapter, we first discuss cache factors and 
policies used in our experiments. Then the experiment 
design and simulation result are presented in the sequence 
of experiments we conducted. Through the simulation
experiments we can see that model-driven simulation
provides a good approach for studying the web cache 
policies.
6.1 The Factors and Policies in the Simulation Experiments
This section begins with the discussion of the 
factors and policies in the simulation experiments and then 
presents some relevant issues in the experiments.
User Access Pattern (a. y)
User access patterns based on our user access model 
are expressed by two parameters: a and y. As we described
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in chapter 3, a represents a constant probability of 
accessing "new" documents. A large a means that users 
prefer to accessing new documents. A large a would results 
in a low cache hit rate since lots of new documents will 
be accessed, but only some of them enter a limited size of 
the web cache. The parameter y takes into account the 
timing of access when assigning probability of access to a 
"used" document. A large y represents a tendency that the 
accessing probability of a documents in the near future 
mainly depends on the accessing frequency of this document 
in the past.
Due to many factors involved in the experiments as 
well as the limited computer speed, we use only two levels 
for a and y, respectively (a : 0.1 and 0.4, y: 0.98,
0.999). The four sets of combinations represent four 
different users access patterns. In addition, since y is 
very sensitive to the cache performance in the range of
0.95 to 1.0, two levels of y factor are assigned in this 
range.
Cache Size
To study the impact of cache size on cache 
performance, we use several levels of cache size in the
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simulation experiments. The reason is that the impact of 
cache size on cache performance is nonlinear in the small 
range of cache size, but slightly change in the large range 
of cache size. The levels of cache size in the experiments 
are determined by the max. cache size needed. The max. 
cache size needed is determined by the three factors: user
access pattern (a, y) , average document size and total 
access number. The way to determine maximum cache size 
needed is demonstrated as follows:
Suppose that there are seven levels of cache size in a 
experiment: 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% of maximum cache
size needed. Further, suppose that a is 0.2, and the
average document size in the simulation is 10 K bytes, and
the total accesses is equal to 10000. Based on the given
data above, we will know that the total documents in this 
simulation would be 10000*0.2 = 2000 (approximately
estimating). Since the average document size is 10 Kbytes, 
so the maximum cache size needed to store all the documents 
would be 2000*10 = 20000 K bytes (i.e., 20 M bytes). Thus, 
the seven levels of cache size used in the simulation 
experiment are: 400 (i.e., 2%* 20000 K bytes), 800, 1200,
1600, 2000, 4000, 10000 K bytes.
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Document Size
Document size distribution has been studied by Cunha 
et. al. (1995) . The study indicates that document size 
distribution approximately follows an exponential 
distribution. So all the document sizes in our simulation 
experiments are generated from an exponential function 
(more details in Chapter 4) :
Document Size = EXPO (average document size) 
Removal Policy
The removal policy is a rule that determines which 
document (or documents) should be removed from a cache in 
order to create sufficient space for most recently accessed 
documents. In our experiments four removal policies are 
examined: LWU, LRU, LFU and SIZE. The four removal policies 
have different characteristics. LRU policy exhibits a 
property of temporal locality, which indicates that 
documents that have been accessed in the recent past will 
likely be accessed again in the near future. LFU policy 
performs well when users frequently access some specific 
documents. SIZE works well if users prefer to accessing 
small documents. So far the published literature shows none 
of them (LRU, LFU and SIZE) performs robustly well. This
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may be due to a fact that accessing behaviors of users 
change with time and environment, it is difficult to 
predict user access pattern. For this reason, we propose 
LWU policy, and expect that it can perform dynamically 
well.
Removal Method
Removal method determines when documents should be 
removed. We will examine two removal methods: continuous
and periodic. Periodic removal method is more complicated 
than continuous method since the optimal length of time 
period is difficult to determine. If the period is too 
long, documents would reside in cache for a long time,
i.e., this policy would result in lots of obsolete 
documents residing in cache. However, if the period is too 
short, cache would get full only a few times, cache space 
is wasted.
Cache Comfort Level
Cache comfort level determines how many documents 
should be removed when a removal policy is executed. The 
cache will exit the removal mode when cache level drops 
just below cache comfort level. A higher cache comfort 
level means that only a small number of documents will be
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removed out in a removal action. But this may result in 
lots of obsolete documents residing in cache. How can we 
develop a rule that helps us determine a good comfort
level? We will study this problem in our experiments. 
Threshold Policy
A threshold policy is a rule that places a constraint 
on the sizes of documents, which does not allow those 
documents larger than the predefined threshold to enter 
into a cache. This policy has been studied by Arlitt and 
Williamson (1996) and Abrams, et al. (1995). Their major
conclusion is that with threshold policy cache hit rate 
will be slightly higher than that without threshold policy, 
but the weighted hit rate is much lower than that without 
threshold policy. We will study that their results still 
hold true or not under different user access patterns.
The Simulation Experiment Feature
Two different kinds of simulation experiments have 
been done. The main purpose of preliminary simulation
experiments are to test our program, while the
comprehensive simulation experiments are to study the 
impact of different factors and policies on cache
performance. The comparisons of these simulation 
experiments are summarized on Table 6.1.
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6.2 Experiment One: Screen Experiment
In this experiment our objective is to study the 
effects of main factors and their interactions on cache 
performance.
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In this experiment we use one level (5% Max-needed 
cache size) of cache size. The reason is that cache size 
affects cache performance significantly and nonlinearly, if 
we use two levels of cache size like other factors, this 
would cover some small changes of cache performance 
contributed by some relatively insignificant factors such 
as removal method and cache comfort level.
The experimental design is illustrated on Table 6.2.
Table 6.2
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment One
Factors and Policies Levels
a VoH•o
Y 0.99, 0.999
Cache Size 5% Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10, 15
Removal Policy LFU, LWU
Removal Method Continuous
Cache Comfort Level 50%, 80% Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) 25, No Threshold




The simulation results are analyzed using Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA) for hit rate, weighted hit rate and 
response time, which are illustrated below. The symbols in 
the ANOVA table represent different factors and policies, 
which are described as follows:
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1 ) a :  a (document entry rate in user access 
patterns) (0.1, 0.4)
2) b: y (decay factor in user access patterns) 
(0.99, 0.999)
3) c: document size (10, 15 k bytes)
4) d: cache comfort level (50%, 80% cache size)
5) e: threshold policy (25 Kbytes, no threshold) ( 
we use 10000 Kbytes to represent no threshold)
6) f: removal policy (LWU, LFU)
The ANOVA analysis for hit rate, weighted hit rate and 
response time shows that three significant factors affect 
cache performance: a, y and removal policy (remember that
cache size is also a significant factor, it is not 
reflected here due to its one level in this experiment) . 
They explain approximately 90%, 80%, and 90% of the
variation in hit rate, weighted hit rate and response time, 
respectively. The threshold policy is an important factor, 
but only affecting weighted hit rate, which explains about 
9% variation in weighted hit rate.
Finally, from the ANOVA tables we can find that the 
interaction between a and y is significant and all other 
interactions can be negligible.
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Analysis of Variance for Hit Rate
Source DP SS MS P P
a 1 2 .547786 2 .547786 4915.69 0 . 000
b 1 0.990757 0.990757 1911.56 0 . 000
c 1 0 . 035748 0.035748 68.97 0 . 000
d 1 0.002279 0.002279 4 .40 0 .040
e 1 0 . 000264 0.000264 0.51 0 .478
f 1 0.153811 0.153811 296.76 0.000
a*b 1 0 .109787 0.109787 211.82 0.000
a*c 1 0.000025 0.000025 0.05 0 .826
a*d 1 0 .004309 0.004309 8.31 0.005
a*e 1 0.000170 0.000170 0.33 0 .569
a*f 1 0.011073 0.011073 21.36 0.000
b*c 1 0.000936 0.000936 1.81 0 .184
b*d 1 0 .011995 0.011995 23 .14 0 . 000
b*e 1 0.011478 0.011478 22 .15 0 . 000
b*f 1 0 . 010309 0.010309 19.89 0 . 000
other interact ions (negligible)
Error 64 0.033171 0.000518
Total 127 3.986842
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Analysis of Variance for Weighted Hit Rate
Source OF SS US F P
a 1 2.319723 2.319723 3411.15 0.000
b 1 0.565609 0.565609 831.73 0.000
c 1 0.086066 0.086066 126.56 0.000
d 1 0.016487 0.016487 24.24 0 .000
e 1 0.356770 0.356770 524.63 0 . 000
f 1 0.110762 0.110762 162.87 0.000
a*b 1 0.049798 0.049798 73.23 0 . 000
a*c 1 0.000029 0.000029 0.04 0.838
a*d 1 0.028070 0.028070 41.28 0.000
a*e 1 0.028671 0.028671 42.16 0.000
a*f 1 0.006268 0.006268 9 .22 0 .003
b*c 1 0.000191 0.000191 0.28 0.598
b*d 1 0.016582 0.016582 24.38 0 . 000
b*e 1 0.061552 0.061552 90.51 0 . 000
b*f 1 0.009448 0.009448 13.89 0 .000
other interactions (negligibleO
Error 64 0.043523 0.000680
Total 127 3.787603
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for Response Time 
MS F P
a 1 61.5268 61.5268 4597.19 0.000
b 1 20.7257 20.7257 1548.59 0.000
c 1 2.9676 2.9676 221.73 0.000
d 1 0.0737 0.0737 5.51 0.022
e 1 0.2737 0.2737 20.45 0 . 000
f 1 3.3091 3 .3091 247.25 0.000
a*b 1 1.8371 1.8371 137.26 0 . 000
a*c 1 0.1575 0.1575 11.77 0 . 001
a*d 1 0.1403 0.1403 10.49 0.002
a*e 1 0.0261 0.0261 1. 95 0 .167
a*f 1 0.1726 0.1726 12 . 90 0.001
b*c 1 0.0606 0.0606 4.53 0.037
b*d 1 0.2452 0.2452 18.32 0 . 000
b*e 1 0.3321 0.3321 24.81 0.000
b*f 1 0.2359 0.2359 17.63 0.000
other interactions (negligible)
Error 64 0.8565 0.0134
Total 127 94.4585
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6.3 Experiment Two: The Relationship of Performance
Measures
Three metrics are used to measure cache performance 
in our simulation experiments: hit rate, weighted hit rate 
and response time. Some previous studies mentioned that 
these measures are closely interrelated, but the 
relationship has not been investigated through some 
simulation experiment. The study on the relationship can 
help researchers undertand how these metrics are 
interrelated. For this reason we design and conduct this
Table 6.3
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment Two






Cache Size 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% 
Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10
Remova1 Po1icy LWU, LRU, LFU, SIZE
Removal Method Continuous
Cache Comfort Level 60%, 80% Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) No Threshold
Output HR, WHR, RT
Replication 1
Total Runs 224
experiment to evaluate their relationship. The factors and 
the corresponding levels in the experiment are listed in 
the Table 6.3.
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Simulation Results
The relationship among hit rate, weighted hit rate and 
user response time is demonstrated in Figure 6.1. The
simulation data in horizontal axis is in the order of
removal policies: LWU, LRU, LFU, SIZE, i.e., the first 56
data is obtained from LWU removal policy, the second 56
data is obtained from LRU, etc. . The total 224 simulation 
runs data indicates that hit rate and weighted hit rate are 
approximately same without the constraint of threshold 
policy (Figure 6.1 (a)). But it seems that hit rate is
higher than weighted hit rate in SIZE removal policy (the 
last 56 data) . This is not surprising since the rule of 
SIZE policy is removing largest document (or documents) 
from cache. Consequently, more and more small documents 
will reside in the cache as access time increases.
Figure 6.1 (b) shows an inverse linear relationship
between response time and weighted hit rate. This is
because a larger size document typically consumes more time 
to retrieve if it is not in cache. The Figure also 
indicates large variation in the low range of weighted hit 
rates. This is because lower weighted hit rate means more 
documents retrieved from original servers. Thus a
relatively large variation of document sizes would result
159
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in a large variation of response time. The standard 
deviations of response time are shown on Figure 6.1 (c ) 
with the corresponding response time. It shows a tendency 
that low response time has a low standard deviation, and 
large response time has a large standard deviation. Also it 
indicates that response time has more variation than the 
standard deviation.
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Since we just explained the relationship among the 
three performance measures, to avoid redundancy, our 
results of the cache performance in the following three 
experiments (the Experiment Three, Four, Five) will be 
exhibited only in hit rate. In Experiment Six, the 
simulation results will be shown in both hit rate and 
weighted hit, since threshold policy significantly affects 
weighted hit rate.
6.4 Experiment Three: The Comparison of Removal Policies
To find a robust dynamic removal policy has been the 
aim of web cache simulation study in last few years. In 
this experiment we will assess the following problem: does 
LWU removal policy perform best in different user access 
patterns among the four removal policies LFU, LRU, SIZE 
and LWU?
This experiment would require large amount of 
simulation time if we wouldn't assign some factors in one 
level. Thus our experiment is designed by assuming 10 K 
bytes average document size, no threshold policy and 
continuous removal method. All other factors are given 
different levels shown in Table 6.4. In addition, removal 
policies generally require tie-breaking rules (i.e.
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secondary rules) . In the experiment a random rule is used 
to break the tie.
Table 6.4
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment Three








Cache Size 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% 
Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10
Removal Policy LWU, LRU, LFU, SIZE
Removal Method Continuous
Cache Comfort Level 60%, 80% Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) No Threshold




As is to be expected, the results (Figure 6.2) show 
that cache hit rate increases for all removal policies with 
the increase of cache size. The performance difference 
among the policies are apparent in the small cache size 
range but negligible in large cache sizes. This result is 
consistent to the previous studies (Arlitt and Williamson, 
1997, Abrams, et al., 1995) . Intuitively, a large size 
cache results in high hit rate. When hit rate of a cache 
nearly reaches its maximum hit rate, the impact of removal
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policy and all other factors on cache performance will be 
very small.
LWU removal policy performs best among the four 
policies, especially on the small cache sizes. As we 
discussed in Chapter 4, its good performance is due to its 
dynamic property that incorporates three characteristics of 
user access patterns: frequency, recency and size. The
performance order of the three removal policies is 
generally consistent. LRU seems to perform better than LFU 
across the cache sizes used and different user access 
patterns considered in this experiment. SIZE performance 
seems to be lower than LRU and higher than LFU, but quite 
inconsistent in the graphs of Figure 6.2. The result is 
consistent to the previous studies (Chapter 2) that 
suggest that LRU policy performs better than LFU policy. It 
implies that recency probably dominates in most user access 
patterns, which may result from the fast growth of the 
Internet, since every day there are many new attractive web 
documents adding on the Web.
Apparently, Figure 6.2 shows that the performance of 
removal policy is associated with user access patterns. A 
large a results in a low hit rate given a same cache size
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if all other factors are fixed. This is because a larger 
a means that more new documents never enter the cache. The 
effect of y on cache performance is obvious. The increase 
of y value will decrease hit rate. A large y value reflects 
that the probability of accessing documents mainly depends 
on accessing frequency of the document in the past. Since 
the accessed document number will increase with time, it is 
difficult to predict which documents will be accessed in 
the near future in a large time window, which certainly 
results in a poor performance of removal policies. On the 
contrary, a small y would result in high cache hit rate. 
Small y means that the accessing in the near future mainly 
depends on the documents accessed in the recent past. Since 
the documents accessed in the near past are already known 
and also they are a relatively small number, it is easy to 
predict which documents will be accessed in the near 
future. These documents (accessed in the near past) will be 
kept in the cache, which will surely increase cache hit 
rate.
The major conclusion drawn from this experiment is 
that LWU removal policy performs robustly better than the 
other simple removal policies.
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Figure 6.2
The Performance Comparison of Cache Removal Policies
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6.5 Experiment Four: The Comparison of Removal Methods
The two removal methods (continuous and periodic) have 
been adopted in the previous studies. Continuous removal 
method is advocated by Abrams, et al. (1995), Williams, et
al. (1996), and Arlitt & Willimson (1997), while periodic
removal method is used by Pitkow and Recker (1996) . 
However, no comparison study between them has been 
reported in literature. For this reason we design this 
experiment to assess this problem: which method is better 
(Table 6.5) ?
Table 6.5
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment Four
Factors and Policies Levels
a o H O ***
Y 0.98, 0.999
Cache Size 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% 
Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10
Removal Policy LWU
Removal Method Continuous, 5 Periods, 10 
Periods, 20 Periods
Cache Comfort Level 50% Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) No Threshold
Output HR, WHR, RT
Replication 1
Total Runs 84
Recall that the Experiment Three has made the 
comparison of different cache removal policies LWU, LRU, 
LFU and SIZE. The results indicate that the LWU performs
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well in all the given experiment conditions. In this 
experiment we will use only one removal policy: LWU. In
addition, to reduce simulation time we also use one level 
for average document size and threshold policy (Table 6.5). 
Three scenarios (5 periods, 10 periods and 20 periods) of 
periodic removal method have been examined.
Simulation Results
The four graphs in Figure 6.3 show that continuous 
removal method achieves the highest hit rate in the three 
cases ( Figure 6.3: (a), (c ), (d)) over the given cache
size range. In Figure 6.3 (b) , continuos removal method has 
a good performance beyond 1000 K bytes of the cache size, 
but a poor performance below that point.
In the three periodic removal scenarios, large number 
of removal period (20 periods) performs better than the 
small number of removal period (5 periods) in the cases of 
y = 0.98 (Figure 6.3: (a) and ( c)). This phenomenon may
be associated with the small value of y. Small value of y 
(0.98) represents a user access pattern that documents 
accessed in the recent past will likely be accessed again 
in the near future. In this case documents should not 
reside in the cache for a long time. That is, the cache
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should be removed frequently (large number of removal 
period).
Another interesting phenomenon has been observed in 
the case of y = 0.999 (Figure 6.3 ((b), (d) ) : with the
increase of cache size the performance of cache size in all 
three scenarios increases, but once reaches the highest hit 
rate, then the performance starts to decrease. This 
situation may be due to large value of y. Again repeated 
here for y's meaning: large y (0.999) represents a user
access pattern that documents accessed frequently in the 
past will likely be accessed again in the near future. Thus 
documents should reside in the cache for a relatively long 
time to meet user's request in the future. With cache size 
increase (in the small range) the cache performances should 
increase. But when the cache size reaches some point where 
cache has sufficient capacity to capture most requested 
documents, if we continue to frequently remove the 
documents from the cache, the cache performance will 
degrade due to that the documents in the cache are 
frequently replaced. Further, the two graphs show indicate 
that beyond this cache size point the larger the number of 
removal period, the worse the cache performance (see 20-
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period and 5-period in the Figure 6.3 (b) and (d)), because 
the cached documents are frequently removed out in a large 
cache.
From the experiment we can conclude that continuous 
removal method is a better than periodic removal method. 
Also in terms of simplicity, continuous removal method has 
advantage over periodic: when cache is full, removal policy 
is executed, while periodic removal method requires to 
determine an optimal period which would be difficult at 
present time.
6.6 Experiment Five: The Study of Comfort Level
Intuitively, a cache with a high comfort level will be 
frequently full. This cache has an obvious merit, i.e., 
cache space is fully used. There is, however, a drawback in 
this system: the documents which may not be interesting in 
users would reside in the cache for a long time (i.e., 
obsolete documents). In contrast, in the low comfort level 
system the cache is scarcely full, a great deal of cache 
space is wasted. In practice, these two situations will 
bring a trade-off headache to cache administrator. Thus in 
this experiment we will study how to select a good cache 
comfort level in different conditions. The factors and 
levels in the experiment are listed in Table 6.6.
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Table 6.6
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment Five
Factors and Policies Levels
a 0.1, 0.4
Y 0.98, 0.999
Cache Size 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% 
Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10
Removal Policy LWU
Removal Method Continuous
Cache Comfort Level 20%, 50%, 80% of Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) No Threshold




From Figure 6.4, we observe two important phenomena. 
First of all, cache performance in the three comfort 
levels is approximately same in the large range of cache 
size when y is small (y = 0.98) . But the performance is 
different in the small cache sizes, especially at a small 
level of a (0.1) . This phenomenon is not surprising if we 
consider users behavior of a small y. A small y reflects 
that users prefer to accessing the documents accessed in 
the recent past. These documents are small number, thus a 
small portion of cache size is sufficient to cache these 
documents. In other words, cache hit rate is approximately
176
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same no matter what comfort level is used. However, if a 
cache size is very small, comfort level will affect cache 
performance. From Figure 6.4 (a) and (c ) we can see that 
the comfort level of 50% cache size performs better than 
the other two comfort levels. This is because that the 
comfort level (20%) wastes much space of cache size, while 
the comfort level (80%) would result in many "obsolete" 
documents in cache. Thus, the performance of the comfort 
level (50%) is a relatively better.
The second interesting phenomenon is that cache 
performance in low comfort level ( 20%) is worst when y is 
large (Figure 6.4 b, d) . This phenomena would be still 
related to the users behavior of a large y. A large y 
represents that users typically concentrate some documents 
to access. Thus, more space of a cache can store more 
documents that are frequently accessed. Since low comfort 
level has a drawback of cache space waste, a cache with low 
comfort level would store a small number of documents. 
Therefore, its hit rate would be low.
The main conclusion drawn from this experiment is that 
comfort level less than 50% cache size would degrade cache 
peformance.
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6.7 Experiment Six: The Study o£ Threshold Policy
The threshold policy has been studied by Arlitt and 
Williamson (1997) and Abrams, et al. (1996). The basic
conclusion from their studies is that threshold policy will 
significantly reduce weighted hit rate, but slight decrease 
in hit rate. We believe that this conclusion is reasonable. 
In this experiment our purpose is to examine if this 
conclusion is still true in different user access patterns. 
The experiment design is shown on Table 6.7.
Table 6.7
The Factors and Policies in the Experiment Six
Factors and Policies Levels
a o • H o i 1
r 0.98, 0.999
Cache Size 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 50% 
Max-Needed
Avg. Document Size (K bytes) 10
Removal Policy LWU
Removal Method Continuous
Cache Comfort Level 50% of Cache Size
Threshold Policy (K bytes) 25 K bytes, No Threshold




Figure 6.5 illustrates the cache performance under two 
threshold strategies (25 K bytes and no threshold) in 
different user access patterns. We use two metrics (hit
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rate and weighted hit rate ) to show the performance 
difference.
We can see that the results from the studies by Arlitt 
and Williams, and Abrams, et al. have been reproduced in 
this experiment. Weighted hit rates are significantly 
reduced, and hit rates decrease slightly if 25 K bytes 
threshold policy is imposed. In other words, their 
conclusion is true in different user access patterns.
But we have to note that the reducing magnitude of 
weighted hit rate is different in different user access 
patterns. The reducing magnitude of weighted hit rate at a 
small a  (0.1) is more than that of a large a  (0.4) . This 
can be interpreted using user access pattern. A  large a  
represents user access pattern that users are likely to 
access new documents which has never entered the cache. A 
threshold does not allow the documents larger than 25 K
bytes to enter the cache, but in the situation of large a
the excluded documents by the threshold policy would be a
small percentage of the total access documents, since many
of them are new documents. In other words, this threshold 
policy wouldn't impact the weighted hit rate too much. In 
contrast, in the small a  situation users are likely to
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access “old" documents, averagely, each of which would have 
more accesses than in the case of large a. Thus the 
excluded documents by threshold policy would have large 
impact on weighted hit rate.
6.8 Summary
Through the simulation experiments of web cache 
policies, our conclusions can be summarized. We find that 
user access patterns (a, y) and removal policy are the 
major factors affecting cache performance (cache size is 
also a significant factor) , and most interactions are 
negligible except for those interactions between user 
access patterns (a, y) and the other factors. The 
excellent performance of LWU removal policy in different 
situations has been confirmed. Continuous removal method 
generally performs better than periodic removal method. The 
simplicity of continuous removal method is a great 
advantage. Cache performance would degrade if cache comfort 
level are set lower than 50% cache size. Threshold policy 
wouldn't be good since it reduces weighted hit rate, and 
improve hit rate only marginally.
Model-driven simulation of web cache policies is a 
promising approach to evaluate various cache policies under
184
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different user access patterns. These 
experiments will be beneficial to the future 
this area.
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simulation
research in
CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this dissertation, we have addressed some problems 
of web cache policies which are important to improve user 
response time, save bandwidth and reduce server loads. 
Although trace-driven simulation method for web cache 
policies has been used by most researchers, it has been 
realized that this method does not adopt the dynamics and 
diversity of user access patterns which significantly 
affect cache performance. From our model-driven simulation 
study of web cache policies, some conclusions are obtained.
First, we have shown that Simon's model of information 
processing is a valuable tool for studying the dynamic 
behaviors of the web access. Considerable effort was taken 
in this study to show the appropriateness of this model 
applied to the web access patterns. Although Simon's model 
was previously used to model the usage of other resources 
such as word usage, library holdings, database buffer 
replacements, etc., some changes (i.e., document size, 
minor change in algorithm) have been made in this study in 
order to make the model suitable for web user access 
patterns. This model was programmed to make the comparison 
between the simulated data and actual web access data
186
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obtained from several web sites. In addition, the method to 
estimate the model's parameters a and y using the area of 
Pareto curve firstly provides a way to quantify different 
user access patterns (i.e., the values of a and y represent 
different user access patterns).
Second, this dissertation developed a dynamic robust 
cache removal policy: LWU. The key idea of this dynamic
removal policy is that it integrates the three 
characteristics (frequency, recency, and document size) 
together on the basis of a sound information processing 
theory, not simply "fabricate" the three characteristics 
of user access patterns together. This removal policy has 
been tested through a simulation experiment which was 
involved in several major factors (a, y, cache size, 
document size, comfort level, threshold policy) 
representing different application environments. As was to 
be expected, its performance is best among the tested 
removal policies.
Third, the model-driven simulation experiments in this 
study provide a comprehensive capability that allows us to 
examine the underlying impact of different factors and 
policies on cache performance. Although some researchers
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conducted trace-driven simulation experiments on web cache 
policies in the past, their studies typically limited to 
only a few factors such as cache size, removal policies and 
threshold policies. Also, the results of these studies are 
inconsistent on the performance ranking of different 
removal policies, which is believed due to the drawbacks of 
this approach. In our model-driven simulation experiments 
we not only studied the typical factors and policies such 
as cache size, document size, and removal policy, but also 
examined some new factors and policies: user access
pattern, removal method, comfort level, which are important 
for cache performance, but ignored in the previous studies. 
Through this study we can make the following conclusions 
for the cache policies: cache size, user access patterns
and removal policy are major factors affecting cache 
performance. Continuous removal method is a better and 
simple method. The increase of average document size, low 
comfort level (less than 50% cache size) and threshold 
policy would degrade web cache performance.
Finally, this study provided us valuable experience in 
modeling web cache policies and made us insight the 
complexity of web cache policy. We have realized that the 
verification and validation of the model consumes most time
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in the course of model development. This is because: (1) 
some factors and policies (e.g., cache size, removal 
period) not only affect cache performance in a nonlinear 
way, but also interact one another (e.g., a and y, 
removal policy, a and y) ; (2) the factors and policies in
the experiments are as many as six, thus we have to limit 
the levels of these factors and policies due to the 
limitation of our computer speed. However, a very few 
levels of factors wouldn't fully disclose the effect of 
different factors on cache performance. The way we used to 
deal this complexity was to carefully analyze the 
sensitivity range of factors and policies and assign the 
level values in the sensitivity range. For example, we 
assigned 0.98 and 0.999 as the levels of y. The levels of 
cache size were assigned more levels in the small cache 
size range (sensitive) and less levels in the large cache 
size range.
Although the research results of this study are rich, 
they have some limitations. (1) Our research scope is 
constrained in a single web cache, not multiple caches 
(i.e., caches cooperation). (2) From the comparison of 
simulated data and actual empirical data, our user access
189
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model works very well for proxy cache accesses (Virginia 
Tech. Access data), but not very good for single web server 
accesses (LSU Library and Columbia University access data), 
thus the results of our web cache policies would be more 
suitable for proxy cache than single web server. (3) In 
our study we did not consider cache consistency. This may 
slightly affect the validity of our study results.
Our research in this dissertation should be reviewed
as an initial attempt to model web user access patterns and
evaluate web cache policies using model-driven simulation 
approach. Thus the modeling of user access patterns , the 
applicability of the proposed dynamic removal policy, and 
the complexity of web cache policies should be more 
extensively explored in the future. Specifically, the
possible extended research in this area is described as 
follows:
1) Although Simon's model provides a better and richer 
understanding the dynamics of web access empirical 
phenomena, there are many interesting refinements 
of this model that would provide ample opportunity 
for further investigation of use access patterns. 
For example, we found that the two parameters a
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and y are interdependent, but the interaction has 
not been investigated in our research. Another 
possible refinement of this model is to reduce y's 
sensitivity in the range of 0.95 to 1.00 by some 
mathematical transformation. The sensitivity 
results in the accuracy decrease of estimating y.
2) The applicability of our proposed dynamic removal 
policy (LWU) has been examined through the 
simulation experiments in our research. This 
removal policy should be further tested in a real- 
world web cache environment. The future research 
will confirm the applicability of this dynamic 
removal policies and address the practical matters.
3) The impact of different factors and policies on 
cache performance is complicated, but the insight 
gained through this dissertation is not sufficient 
to fully disclose the complexity. Thus some 
extended experiments are needed, which should 
include more levels of different cache factors and 
policies.
4) Finally, we feel that more research is needed to 
extensively investigate caches cooperation and
191
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cache consistency issues using model-driven 
simulation. If possible, the research should 
examine how different factors and policies might be 
automatically set and modified by the web cache 
server itself based on its user access patterns as 
well as its environment.
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APPENDIX A THE INDEX METHOD
The index approach was proposed by Chen and Leimkuhler 
(1986) . This index approach forms the basis for the 
expression of simulated results of Simon's model. 
Kendall's (1960) studied 1763 papers published on 
operational research. He arranged the number of authors 
who have published n papers in a list, and observed that n 
does not run consecutively at places, especially it is true 
when n is large. In order to take into account the 
scattering of the larger values of n, Chen and Leimkuhler
(1986) introduced an index i= 1, 2, ___ m, for the m
successive observations of n, and let n, denote the /A 
nonzero value of n, where n(< n M  .
In order to apply this approach to our simulation data 
organization, we define the notation of this approach in 
context of web accesses. Suppose that user request 
documents through a web cache during a period of time, we 
define
m  = the maximum number of the list of documents with same 
access number;
n, = the number of times a document is accessed; 
f{rii) = number of documents with access m ;
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m
r,= = the rank of document /ranked according to its
access;
G(ri)= ^  total number of accesses for documents
* = * - 1+1
ranked no greater than r(;
m
T = ̂  f(ni) = total documents in the web cache;
i= i
m
R = ^  mf(m) = total accesses to the cache;/=!
1
Xi = —  2* f (nk) = the fraction of total documents;
*  k  =  m - i  +  l 
1 ^
yi = ~JT 2* («*) = the fraction of total accesses;^ * = * - 1+1
yu, (y.+J^KXi-X.) (^2+ ^ j)(X3-X3) + y.)(x.-x.-,) 1
=  — —  +        +...+-----------  —
2 2 2 2 2
the area is between the curve and the line y = x.
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Table A1 The Indexed LSU Library 
Web Access Data (January 1996)
" 1 n i ~l(n!) { n i^ ( n i) 1 * S (rl') x i ! y» I A re a1 ]1 147 147" 1 41628 0.00075 0.12178 |
2 2 96 192 2 73521 0.00150 0.21508 {
3 3 93 |279 3 104163 0.00225 0.30473 | "
4 4 49 196 4 120632 0.00299 0.35291
5 5 47 235 5 134174 0.00374 6.39252
6 6 47 282 6 147535 16.00449 0.43161
7 7 33“  ‘ 231 |7 „ 160674 0.00524 0.47OO5
8 8 50 400 8 ,169909 0.00599 0.49707
9 9 39 351 9 178512' 0700674 0.52223
10 ID 143 430 10 166320 6.00749 0.54508 [
i1 11 130 330 11 193417' 0.00823 0.56584
T2 112 i24~ 288 12 200319 6.00898 0.58603
13" |13 31 403 13 r206169 ' 0.00973 0.60320
T4 14 15 210 14 211549 U7DT04B‘ 0.61888
15 15 *22 1330 15 216722"' 0.01123 0.63402
T6 T6 " 26 |416 16 220924 6.01198 0.64631
17 ■*7 12 204 !17 224798 " 0.01272 0.65764 )
18 T T 20 |360 ! 18 128210 0.01347 0.66762
19 19 T9 171 119 '231408 0.01422 0.67698
20 20 n r - 260 20 234592 0.01497 0.68629
21 21 20 420 21 237610 0.01572 0.69512
22 22 *  ■ 198 22 240586" [0101647 0.70383
23 23 8 184 23 243544 0.01722 0.71248
24 124 14 336 24 1246458 " 0.01796 0.72101
25 25 8 200 25 249341 0".01871 0772944
26 26 2 52 26 252212 0171946 0.7378427 27 |4 108 27 255007 0.02021 0.74602
28 28 3 84 28 257198 0.02096 ' 0.75243
29 |29 3 87 29 259359 0.02171 0775875
30 30 6 180 30 261506 0.02246 0.76503
31 31 6 186 31 263536 0702320 0777097
32 32 5 160 32 265243 17.02395 0.77596
33 33 7 231 33 266861 0.02470 0.78070
34 34 8 272 34 268301 1702545 0.78491
35 35 3  " 175 '35 269612 1702620 0778875 |
36 36 4 144 36 270883 0.02695 0.79246
37 37 9 333 37 272147 0702769 " 0779616 !
38 38 10“ 380 ]38 i273294 0.02844 '0779952 I
3d 39 8 234 39 274379 0702919 0.80269 1
40 40 |5 200 40 275428 17.02994 0780576 j
41 41 j2 82 41 276475 0.03069 0.80882 {
42 42 7 294 42 277411 0.03144 " 0781156 |
43 43 11 473 43 278342 0.03219 0.81428
44 :44 [4^ 176 44 279251 0.03293 0701694
45 45 i4 180 45 280097 6.03368 0.81942
46 46 j7 322 46 280883 0703443 ‘ 0782172
47 47 3 141 47 281641 6.03518 0782394
46 48 IB 384 48 282398 0113593 0782615
49 49 I4 196 49 283119 6.03668 0782826
50 50 4 200 50 283838 0.03743 0783036
51 51 1 51 51 284554 0.03817 0.83246
52 52 3 156 52 285268 003892 0783455
53 53 5 265 53 285976 0703967 0783662
54 54 4 216 54 286680 0.04042 ' 0783868
55 55 4 220 55 287370 0.04117 0.84070
56 56 3 166 56 288046 0.04192 0784267
57 57 2 114 57 288612 004266 0.84433
58 6b 1 58 58 289128 004341 0.64584
59 160 4 240 59 289632 0.04416 ' 0784731
60 |51 3 183 60 290127 0.64491 0.84876
(table con'd)
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01 N 1 1 61 290608" 0.04666 '035017 "I ..............
62 63 |8 504 62 291070 0.04641 0.85152 '
63 64 |4 256 63” 291526 0.04716 0.85285 (
64 65 (4 (260 (64 291970 0:04790" 0.85415 ’
65 66 6 396 8 5 " 292409 '0.0*865 0.85544
66 67 2 134 66 292848" 0.04940 0.85672 i
67 68 2 136 ,67 293278 O.05O15 0.85798
68 69 3 207 68 293702 0.05090 0.85922
69 TO 3 210 69 294106" ‘ 0706185 ' 0.86040 >
70 71 T 71 70 294501 0.05240 0.86156 [
71 73 1 T73 73 295683 0.05464 0.86502
72 T 7 “ 1 " f f 75 296465 0.05614 0.86730
73 78 2 156 76 296853 0.05689 0.86844 j
74 79 2 158 77 297240 0.05763 0.86957 i
75 f80 1 80 78 297623 0.05638 0.87069 |
76 81 1 81 79 297999 0.05913 0.87179 [
77 63 2 166 80 298370 0.05988 0.87288 |
78 84 2 168 181 298734 0.06063 0.87394 I
79 "85 2 170 82 299097 0.06138 0.87500 "I
80 86 1 86 84 299813 0.06287 0.87710 i
81 89 |1 89 85 300170 0.06362 0.87814 j
82 90 2 180 86 300515 0.06437 0.87915
83 92 |1 92 87 300857 0.06512 0.88015
84 93 !1 93 88” “  "  " 301192 0.06587 0.88113 |
85 f94"~ |1 94 89 301526 0.06662 0.88211
86 "95 i1 95 90"” 301859 0.06737 0.88308
87 97 1 97 91 302191 0.06811 0.88405 ;
88 98 1 98 93 302849 0.06961 0.88598
89 99 2 198 95“  " 303499 0.07111 0.88788 [
90 102 1 102 96 303820 " 0.07186 0.88882 i
91 |103 1 103 97 304140 0.07260 0.88976 |
92 104 1 104 98"“  " 304456 0137335 " 0.89068
93 107 3 321 99 304760 0.07410 |0.89157
94 108 1 ■ ■ 1108 102 305666 0.07635 (0.89422 |
95 110 j l 110 104 306266 0.07784 0.89598 j
96 [112 |1 112 (105 ( 306565 0.07859 j0789685 |
97 1113 2 226 [106 306861 0.07934 (0.89772 j
98 ’ 114 ;2 228 (107 307155 0.08009 j0189858 j
99 1116 1 |116 108 307446 0.08084 0.89943 >
100 118 2 | 236 (109 307728 0.08159 0.90025
101 120 12 240 [110 j308004 0.08234 0.90106
102 122 j l 122 111 308275 0.08308 0150185
103 124 ;2 248T 112 308534 0.08383 0.90261
104 126 1 126 113 308790 0.08458 0.90336 (
105 129 3 387” 115 309300 0.08508 0.90485 !
106 132 1 " " " 132 116 309551" 0.08683 0.90559
1 0 7 .......... 133 1 133 117 309797 0.08757 0.90631
108 134 1 134 118 310042 0.08832 0.90702
109 "135 2 270 119 310285 0.089O7 0.90773
n o 136 2 272 120" 310527 0.08982 0.90844 !
H T 139 2 278 121 310767 0.09057 0.90914 |
T12 142 2 284 122 310998 0.09132 0.90982
113 143 1 143 123 311226 0.O92O7 03JT049
n 4 147 1 1147” 124" 311453 0.09281 0.91115
TT5" 148 1 148 125 311677 0.09356 0.91181
116 150 1 150 125 311895 0.09431 0.91244
117 "151 2 302 127 312111 0.09506 0.91308
n s 155 1 155 128 312325 0.09581 0.91370
119 156 1 156 129 312538 0 0 9 6 5 8 0.91432
120 158 2 316 130 312747" " 0.09731 0791494
table con'd)
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121 1 159 jl T5{T—  ' 131' "!3T2S52 ] 0.09865 5.91554 | "
122 162 11 162 132 313154 (0.09880 0.91613 |
123 167 1 "" 167 133 313354 j0.09955 0.91671 i
124 168 2 336—  ' 135 313738 |0.10105 0.91783
1 2 5 " 169 2 339" 137 314112 0254 0.91893
126 171 1 171" 138 314296 0.10329 0.91947 (
127 177 2 354 140 314660 0.10479 0.92053 (
128 178 1 178' 143 315200 0.10704 0.92211 {
'129 179 1 "" 179 144 315379 0.10778 0.92264 j
'130 " 180 3 540 145 315557 0.10853 0.92316
131 182 2 364 147 315911 0.11003 0.92419 (
132 1194" ”  " 1 184 |148 316082 0.11078 0.92469 |
133 187 2 374 j150 316420 0.11228 0.92568 |
134 - 192 2 384 152 316756 0.11377 0.92666 |
135 200
1
200 153 ' 316923 0.11452 0.92715 {
136 202 1 202 " 154 317085 0.11527 0.92763 |
137 205 1 205 155 317244 0.11602 0.92809 >
138 209 1 209 157 317560 0.11751 0.92902
139 " 213 1 213 158 317716 0.11826 0.92947
140 214 |1 214 " 159 (317871 0.11901 0.92993
141 1216 ]1 216 161 (318173 0.12051 0.93061 {
142 218 1 218 162 318323 0.12126 0.93125 (
143 224 1 224 163 318471 0.12201 {0.93168 {
144 227 1 227---- 164 318618 0.12275 0.93211 [
145 " 229 1 " 228 165 " 318761' 0.12350 0.93253 j
146 231 ' 1 231" 167 319045 0.12500 0.93336
147 " 240 1 " 2 4 0 ' 169 319323 0.12650 0.93417 j
148 242 " 1 242 171 319595 0.12799 0.93497
149 243 1 243 '173 319865 0.12949 0.93576
150 245
1 . ... .
245 174 319999 0.13024 0.93615
151 248"--------- 1 246 175 320132 0.13099 0.93654 [
152 251 1 251 176 320264 0.13174 0.93693
153 255 2 510 ,179 320651 0.13398 0.93806
154 2 5 6 " "
1 ...
256 180 320/77 0.13473 0.93843 |
155 259 1 259 182 321025 0.13623 0.93915 (
156 271 1 12 7 1  [183 321147 0.13698 0.93951
157 2 7 5 " 1 i276 185 (321387 0.13847 0.94021
158 292 1 {282 |187 ( 321623 {0.13997 0.94090 T
159 291 1 291 j188 321739 0.14072 0.94124 !
160 ~\2Sf ' 1 294 1190 ' 321967 0.14222 0.94191 |
161 I296 1 296 192 322193 r0 ? l4 3 7 r 0.94257 I
162 j299 1 "" ' 1 299 193 322305 0.14446 0.94290 (
163 {300 2 H 600 194 322415 0.14521 0.94322 |
164 '  13 0 2 " '' 3 906 195 322523 0.14596 0.94354 j
165 1304 1 j 304 198 322844 0.14820 0.94447 ;
166 316
1 -----
316 199 322948 0.14895 0.94478 (
167 !320 1 320 200 323051 ““|0.14970 0.94508 i
168 1321 1 321 201 323153 0.15045 0.94538 |
169 325 2 650 203 323351 0.15195 0.94596 j
170 329"------ 2 658 204 323449 0.15269 0.94624
171 ' 332 1 332 205 323546 0.15344 0.94653
172 335" ' 1 333 206 323641 0.15419 0.94681
173 334 1 334 207 323735 0.15494 0.94708
174 3 3 5 "" I1 1335 208 323828 0.15569 0.94735
175 342 1 342 209 323920 0.15644 0.94762
176 H 345" ~ |i - —345 211 32410O 0.15793 0.94815
177 357 1 357 212 324189 0.15868 0.94841
178 " 358 2 716 213 324275 0.15943 0.94866
179 363 1 ^363 215 324445 0.16093 0.94916
180 364 1 364 217 324613 0.16243 “|0.94965 ___________Table con'd)
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181 371 "371” ” ■ 219 1324779 ■■0.16392 0.95014 j
182 376 376 220 324860 97T6457- 10.95037 I
183 383 383 221 324940 0.16542 0.95061
184 387 [387 ' 223 325098 0.16692 0.95107
185 388 368 225 *325254 0.16841 10.95152
188 391 782 226 325331 0.16916 [0.95175
187 394 ffT82 ' 227 325404 0.16991 |0.95196
'188 395 395 228 325475 0.17066 j0.95217
189 404 404 231 325685 0.17290 [0.95279
ISO 424 |424 234 325692 0.17515 [0.95339
191 432 432 236 326028 0.17665 10.95379
192 437 1 [437 238 326162 0.17814 j 0.95418
193 439 [439 244 326558 0.18263 {0.95534
194 444 444 248 326816 0.18563 |0.95610
195 456 456 252 327074 0.18862 10.95685
196 462 |462 260 327578 0.19461 jo.95832 [
197 481 481 264 327826 0.19760 [0.95905
198 495 495 I2B7 328009 0.19985 j0.95958
199 5 0 f 1504 ‘ 271 328249 0.20284 [0.96029
2o0 516 516 272 328307 0.20359 |0.96046 [
201 586 r586 274 328421 0.20509 0.96079 I
202 676 676 277 328589 0.20734 10.96128 i
203 690 690 281 328809 0.21033 [0.96192 |
204 [704 !1 704 285 329025 0.21332 10.96256 [
205 I708 708 290 329290 0.21707 |0.96333 |
206 714 714 293 [329446 0.21931 jo.96379
207 716 716 294 329497 0.22006 [0.96394 |
208 719 1 1719 298 329697 0.22305 0796452 I
209 721 1 [721 302 329893 0.22605 0.96510 i
210 757 757 810 330277 0.23204 0.96622
211 758 758 313 330418 0.23428 9.96663 I
212 788 786 320 330740 0.23952 0.96757 [
213 846 846 [324 330920 0.24251 0.96810 [
214 909 909 [328 331096 0.24551 [036862 i
215 1931 931 339 831569 0.25374 0.97000 !
216 1936 936 346 331863 0.25898 [937986 ; '
217 ~  ‘  j 1047 " ' 1047 [ 348 | 331945 0.26048 937110 i
218 11049 1049 353 332145 ] 0.26422 0.97168 I
219 1085 1085 359 [ 332379 | 0.26871 0797237 i
220" "[1147 [1147 369 332759 0.27620 037348 I
221 1264 1264 378 333092 0.28293 0.97445
222 1271 1271 382 333236 0.28593 9.97488 !
223 1311 1311 387 333411 " 0.28967 0.97539 I
224 1440 1440" 395 333683 9.29566 0.97618 j
225 1618 [1 1818 402 333914 0.30090 0.97686 !
226 1707 [1707 407 334074 0.30464 j 0.97733 [
227 2030 ; 2030 413 334260 0.30913 0.97787
228 2147 ]2147 419 334440 [0.31362 0.97840
229 2161 ;2161 422 334527 0.31587 937865
230 2191 2191 425 334611 0.31811 0.97890
231 2795 2795 429 334719 0.32111 0.97921
232 2871 2871 431 334771 0.32260 0.97937
233 2883 2883 439 334971 0.32859 9797995
234 2914 I2914 453 335307 0.33907 0.98093
235 2958 2958 461 335491 0.34506 [0.98147
236 2976 2976 470 335689 0.35180 0.98205
237 3018 3018 490 336109 0.36677 0798328
238 3184 3184 503 336369 0.3765O 0.98404
239 3198 3196 512 336540 0.38323 0798454
240 3412 3412 532 336900 0.39820 0.98559
t a b l e  c o n ' d )
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2 3 1 — 13 5 7 4  — 7 f  ■ "  " 3 5 7 4 ----------------- 5 4 4  1337104 I7T 4 B 7 1 S  j 0 . 9 8 5 1 9  j |
242 4202 j l 4202 570 337520 [ 0142665 [0.98741 j
243 5173 1 5 T 7 3 592 337850 (0.44311 (0.98837
244 5360~ 1 '  ' 5380 ' “ 507 338060 0.45434 [0.98899
245 5570 |1 5870 638 338463 0.47754 0.99017
245 6902 6902 562 338751 0.49551 15799101 i
247 7007 1  '  ' 7097 --------------- 682 339081 0.51796 0.99198 (
248 7808 1 7808 735 339511 0.55013“  ! 0.99323 [
248 8603 1 .8603
l l 7 4 339862 0.57934 0.99426 1
250" 9235 1 9235 824 .340262 0.61677 0.99543 I
251 13 f3 ff 1 13139 857 1340493 0.64147 0.99611 |
252 13361 T3361------------- 904 j340775 10.67665 0.99693 1
253 |f3542”  ' 1 13542 951 341010 0.71183 0.99762 (
254 16469 16469 1000 341206 0.74850 0.99819 (
255 130642 1 30642 ' T093 1341485 0781811 10.99901 j |
|256 131503 1 {31893 [1169 (341677 10.88997 j0.99957 , |
257 41628 11 41628 1336 [341824 ! 1.00000 1.00000 0.466911 |
I -  - r  ■  ' ' H ! i ! I
|
rn=257 T=1341 K=345056 I I i I . . I  _  _  J
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APPENDIX B REFERENCE EQUATIONS REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In Chapter 3 we discuss how Simon's model parameters 
are estimated. Part of this estimation involves populating 
a table with values for the Pareto curve Area given 
different discrete combinations of a and y. We then 
develop a response surface to allow us to back calculate y 
given a and Area from the actual data. In this Appendix 
we present the regression models actually developed for 
this analysis. We decided to split the table into two 
response surfaces since the sensitivity of the dependent 
variable to y was much greater in the range y = 0.9 to 
1 .0.
Modeling AREA (Yx) , at
XI: Alpha = {0.0-1.0} X2: Gamma = {0.0 -0.9, including 0.9}





Type I Sum 
of Squares R-Square F-Ratio
Linear 2 1.450555 0.9692 18229
Quadratic 2 0.001850 0 .0012 23 .25
Crossproduct 1 0.037258 0.0249 936 .4
Total Regress 5 1.489664 0.9954 7488.1
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This presents the individual contribution of each type 
of effect to the statistical fit. In the case of fitting 
the model (1), the results indicate that the Crossproduct 
effect is significant (P<0.05). On the other hand, there 
is a significant linear as well as quadratic effect. In 
conclusion, the overall QUADRATIC POLINOMIAL RESPONSE 
SURFACE model (1) is significant. Thus, there is a strong 
evidence that the Alpha and Beta (the explanatory variables 
in the model) are related to the expected value of Area.
The regression equation illustrated in the table below 
explains the importance and significance of each 
independent variable (XI and X2) , their cross products 
(interactions: X1X2), and whether, from analysis of
quadratic terms (X1X1, X2X2), a linear or a curve response 
surface is needed to model the response. The AREA is 
significantly (P<0.05) affected by XI (negative effect) and 
X2 (positive effect) . On the other hand, the square of XI 
and X2 as well as the interaction effect (X1X2) are 
statistically significant (P<0.05), suggesting that the 
effect of XI and X2 are nonlinear within the range of 
experimental conditions used and that the response variable 
is affected by the combination of XI and X2 .
208
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Degrees
of Parameter Standard T for HO:
Parameter Freedom Estimate Error Parameter=0
INTERCEPT 1 0.275 0 . 0027 102.7
XI 1 -0.213 0.0089 -23 .91
X2 1 0 .182 0.0069 26.38
X1*X1 1 -0.039 0.0078 -5.001
X2*X1 1 -0.193 0.0063 -4.636
X2*X2 1 -0.03 0.0065 -30.60
The predicted model is:
Area = 0.275 - 0.213*Alpha + 0.182*Gannna - 0.039* (Alpha)2 - 
0.03* (Gamma)2 - 0.193* (Alpha) * (Gamma)
Modeling AREA (YJ , at
XI: Alpha = {0.0-1.0} X2: Gamma = {0.9-1.0, no including
0.9}






Type I Sum 
of Squares R-Square F-Ratio
Linear 2 1.682219 0.9873 8925.1
Quadratic 2 0.008279 0 . 0049 43 .92
Crossproduct 1 0 .002024 0.0012 21.47
Total Regress 5 1.692521 0.9934 3591
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This presents the individual contribution of each type 
of effect to the statistical fit. In the case of fitting 
the model (1), the results indicate that the Crossproduct 
effect is significant (P<0.05). On the other hand, there 
is a significant linear as well as quadratic effect. In 
conclusion, the overall QUADRATIC POLINOMIAL- RESPONSE 
SURFACE model (1) is significant. Thus, there is a strong 
evidence that the Alpha and Gamma (the explanatory 
variables in the model) are related to the expected value 
of Area.
The regression equation illustrated in the Table below 
explains the importance and significance of each 
independent variable (XI and X2) , their cross products 
(interactions: X1X2), and whether, from analysis of
quadratic terms (X1X1, X2X2), a linear or a curve response 
surface is needed to model the response. The AREA is 
significantly (P<0.05) affected by XI (positive effect) and 
X2 (negative effect). On the other hand, the square of XI 
and X2 as well as the interaction effect (X1X2) are 
statistically significant (P<0.05), suggesting that the 
effect of XI and X2 are nonlinear within the range of 
experimental conditions used and that the response variable 
is affected by the combination of XI and X2.
210
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Degrees
of Parameter Standard T for HO
Parameter Freedom Estimate Error Parameter=0
INTERCEPT 1 18.69 3.777 4.949
XI 1 0.348 0.198 1.760
X2 1 -38.20 7.747 -4 .931
X1*X1 1 0.114 0.014 7.908
X2*X1 1 -0.924 3 . 971 5.031
X2*X2 1 19.98 0.199 -4 .634
The predicted model is:
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APPENDIX C DOCUMENT REQUESTS VERSUS DOCUMENT SIZE
The web access data obtained from three web sites is 
used to show the relationship between document requests and 
document size. From the following three plotted graphs, we 
conclude that document requests and document sizes may not 
have certain relation.









I  3000 V | 2000 »•£
1 10 100 1000
Document Size (Kbyte*)
Figure A1 Document Requests versus Document Size 
(LSU Libeary Web Site)
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Figure A2 Document Requests versus Document Size 
(Columbia University Web Site)














Figure A3 Document Requests versus Document Size 
(Virgina Tech. Web Site)
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APPENDIX D DOCUMENT SIZE STATISTICS
The following graph is obtained from the network 
traffic statistics in the National Laboratory for Applied 
Network Research (NLANR) (www.nlanr.net). NLANR was created 
in 1995 to provide technical and engineering support and 
overall coordination of the BNS connections at the five 
NSF-supported supercomputer centers.
The graph indicates that document size in the Internet 
is getting smaller, which was approximate 15 Kbytes in 
average three years ago, and now is about 10 Kbytes. This 
information provides us a basis for document size 
distribution in our simulation experiments for cache 
policies.
214















Figure A4 Average Document Size 
(http://ircache.nlanr.net/Cache/Statistics/Graphs)
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